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ABSTRACT

Go Off: The Geography and Labor of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway
by
Sean Mellott

Advisor: James Wilson

Off- and Off-Off-Broadway remain ill-defined and misunderstood sectors of New York City’s
theatre industry, at least when compared with Broadway. This capstone project examines these dual
sociocultural spaces and defines some of their contours through a primary analytical lens of
geography (the physical locations where Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are produced) and a
secondary lens of labor (the professional contexts in which Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are
produced). Both elements speak to the material conditions of theatrical production in New York
City, offering clues as to Off- and Off-Off-Broadway’s position within the entertainment industry
and their relationship to the larger social structure of the city. The primary component of this
capstone is public-facing, a series of four podcast episodes that recount the histories of four Offand Off-Off-Broadway theatres and connect these histories to larger New York City neighborhood
and municipal histories. Supplemental research mapping a sample of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway
theatres provides additional sociological context for these episodes. What emerges from this project
is a richer, more nuanced, and complex understanding of how theatre is viewed and practiced in
New York City; one that complicates the binary logic of Broadway/Off-Broadway, connects
theatre to diverse populations and social systems throughout the city, and centers the work of
iv

performing artists whose labor is the raw material of the city’s internationally renowned live
entertainment industry.
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CHAPTER 1: GO OFF WHITE PAPER
These are the theatre workers who labor in bandbox playhouses or on makeshift
stages in halls and studios. For almost all of them a living wage from the theatre is a
long-range ideal. Most work without financial compensation. In New York they are
numbered in the thousands.
– New York Times dated March 27, 19491
On April 27, 2012, actor Nick Westrate won a Drama Desk Award. The Drama Desks are
an annual set of awards handed out by the Drama Desk Organization to honor excellence in New
York City theatre and are unique for covering the full spectrum of theatre in the city, from
Broadway to Off-Off-Broadway.2 There are the typical categories one would expect for awards in
theatre, along with special awards regularly handed out for unique or lifelong achievement.
Westrate’s was one of these special awards, honoring an entire season’s worth of remarkable work
Off-Broadway.3 This eclectic series of performances included Berowne in Love’s Labor’s Lost at
the Public Theater, a part in Brecht’s Galileo at Classic Stage Company (with F. Murray Abraham
in the titular role), and one of the leads in Plastic Theatre’s Unnatural Acts, a world premiere
docudrama about 1920s Harvard students expelled for homosexuality, which also played at Classic
Stage Company.4 By the time of the official Drama Desk Awards ceremony in June, Westrate was
playing in yet another Off-Broadway hit, having joined the cast of Nina Raines’ Tribes at the

1

J. P. Shanley, “Off-Broadway Theatre Boom; Increasing Attention Being Paid to Productions Presented By Various
Small Groups Throughout the City,” The New York Times, March 27, 1949,
https://www.nytimes.com/1949/03/27/archives/offbroadway-theatre-boom-increasing-attention-being-paid-to.html.
2
“About,” Drama Desk Awards, accessed October 30, 2021, https://www.dramadeskawards.com/about/.
3
Andrew Gans, “Drama Desk Nominations Announced; Death Takes a Holiday and Follies Lead the Pack,” Playbill,
April 27, 2012, https://www.playbill.com/article/drama-desk-nominations-announced-death-takes-a-holiday-andfollies-lead-the-pack-com-192815.
4
Ben Brantley, “Behind the Closed Doors of Harvard, 91 Years Ago,” The New York Times, June 24, 2011,
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/24/theater/reviews/unnatural-acts-a-harvard-episode-review.html; Ben Brantley,
“O, That Rowdy Passage From Celibate to Celebrate,” The New York Times, November 1, 2011,
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/01/theater/reviews/loves-labors-lost-at-public-theater-review.html; Charles
Isherwood, “A Man of Science, a Man of Silence,” The New York Times, February 24, 2012,
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/24/theater/reviews/f-murray-abraham-in-galileo-at-classic-stage-company.html.
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Barrow Street Theatre.5 Altogether, a tremendously productive and successful year of work that
showcased both his talent and versatility as a performer. It also landed Westrate in bankruptcy.6
Westrate’s financial situation was not public knowledge in 2012 when he received his
Drama Desk. He revealed his experience with bankruptcy only a couple years later as part of the
#FairWageOnstage campaign to raise union minimum wages for Off-Broadway work. For full time
contracts at major nonprofits theatre like The Public in 2016, these minimums were as low as $482
a week before taxes and agent commissions. For a smaller company like Classic Stage Company, it
might be $361 a week (also before taxes and agent commissions).7 Westrate’s was one of many
stories shared as part of the campaign, and it stood out in part because he had worked an entire
year’s worth of Off-Broadway contracts (a prodigious amount of employment for a working actor
in the city) and he was still unable to cover his bills. The #FairWageOnstage campaign successfully
applied pressure within Actors’ Equity Association (AEA, the labor union representing stage actors
and stage managers) to push for higher wages in the 2016 contract negotiations with the League of
Off-Broadway Theatres and Producers (also known as the Off-Broadway League).8 Unfortunately,
these negotiations had an additional complicating layer. 2016 was the year the Association of NonProfit Theater Companies (ANTC) joined the standard Off-Broadway Contract negotiations with
the Off-Broadway League, rather than negotiating their own contract as they had done for the last
decade. Actors were calling for higher wages at the exact moment many small, cash-strapped
nonprofit theatre companies were sitting down at the bargaining table. Off-Broadway nearly went

5

Adam Hetrick, “Nick Westrate and Jeff Still Will Join Tribes Off-Broadway,” Playbill, May 30, 2012,
https://www.playbill.com/article/nick-westrate-and-jeff-still-will-join-tribes-off-broadway-com-194133.
6
Diep Tran, “How #FairWageOnstage Made Change Off-Broadway,” American Theatre, February 13, 2017,
https://www.americantheatre.org/2017/02/13/how-fairwageonstage-made-change-off-broadway/.
7
Tran.
8
Michael Paulson and Jennifer Schuessler, “Off Broadway Equity Actors and Stage Managers Win Pay Increase,” The
New York Times, November 18, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/19/arts/off-broadway-equity-actors-andstage-managers-win-pay-increase.html; Helen Shaw, “‘There’s a Real Humiliation I Feel’: The Struggle for Fair
Wages off-Broadway,” The Guardian, November 14, 2016, sec. Stage,
http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2016/nov/14/off-broadway-fair-wages-actors-equity-pay-minimum.
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on strike. Fortunately, the stalled negotiations were extended, and on November 17 an agreement
was announced. Over the course of the next 5 years, actors would see pay increase 32-81% in a
contract now organized into three separate pay scales: one for commercial theatres, one for
nonprofit theatres with annual operating budgets over $4 million, and one for nonprofit theatres
with operating budgets under $4 million.9
Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are complicated segments of New York City’s theatre industry.
Westrate’s story is one example of how they are complicated, highlighting the ways both artists
and institutions juggle conflicting artistic and economic demands. Off and Off-Off-Broadway are
ill-defined and misunderstood as sociocultural spaces; at least, compared to Broadway. Broadway
is a global brand, part of an international marketing strategy aimed at convincing people from all
over the world to come to New York and spend lots of money. It is also the largest platform for
U.S.-American excellence in the theatrical arts and the most important engine remaining of what
was once a colossal commercial live entertainment industry based in the city. Broadway’s
widespread influence as a cultural signifier is perhaps best demonstrated by the enduring popularity
of the musical as a form across theatre, film, and television. Place is central to Broadway’s success
as a commercial cultural product. People know (or think they know) what Broadway is because
they know where to find it: in the Theatre District of Times Square (plus Lincoln Center). The
same cannot be said of Off-Broadway. Where Broadway offers geographical certitude, Off- and
Off-Off-Broadway imply defiant abstraction. Together, they form the negative space around
Broadway. They are whatever Broadway isn’t and they can be found all over the city. Uptown,
downtown, indoors, outdoors, central district, outer boroughs, and even in Broadway’s domain of
the Theatre District (plus Lincoln Center).

9
Paulson and Schuessler, “Off Broadway Equity Actors and Stage Managers Win Pay Increase”; Tran, “How
#FairWageOnstage Made Change Off-Broadway.”
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Off and Off-Off-Broadway’s abstract nature is in part related to their purpose. A lot of the
work that happens Off- and Off-Off-Broadway is not aimed at the commercial market, so it does
not require popular legibility the same way that Broadway does. Yet vague and contrasting
understandings also hurt both fields. They informed the near strike of 2016, and they are currently
at play in the scant attention paid to Off- and Off-Off-Broadway’s reopening compared to
Broadway’s reopening following the COVID-19 pandemic closure. This is attention that many
small nonprofit companies urgently need, as evidenced by the recent closure of the Lark Theatre,
an important incubator for new plays in the city.10 People around the country or even around the
city may not know or understand what Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are, even though they remain
the heart of New York’s internationally renowned theatrical arts sector, an important training
ground for creators in all sectors of the entertainment industry, and a vibrant laboratory for scripted
narrative as a cultural form.
My capstone project is designed to examine the labor practices and chart the coordinates of
Off- and Off-Off-Broadway across the grid of New York City, using geography as a variable
through which Off- and Off-Off-Broadway might be better understood as both cultural signifiers
and producers. This capstone has two parts: a public-facing podcast series telling the histories of
four Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres and examining the ways those histories are woven
through larger municipal and neighborhood histories, plus a mapping project to offer wider
sociological context for this collection of theatre histories. Together, Off- and Off-Off-Broadway
form a multi-faceted cultural space with dimensions both aesthetic and social (commercial,
professional, political, communal). They are also a set of material places, physical stages upon
which these social forces interact. Studying the geographic context of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway
10
American Theatre Editors, “The Lark Is Grounded: New-Play Incubator to Fold After 27 Years,” American Theatre,
October 5, 2021, https://www.americantheatre.org/2021/10/05/the-lark-is-grounded-new-play-incubator-to-fold-after25-years/.
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buildings offers insight into this sociocultural space, situates that space within the urban context of
New York City, and highlights the city’s performing artists as an active force within that urban
context through the mediums of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway.
Definitions
Before outlining the methodology for this project, it will be helpful to set some definitional
boundaries for its subject.11 There are many, many theatres in New York City, and also many types
of theatres. Which of these qualify as Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres? It is first necessary to
specify that Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are specifically defined as a cultural spaces for “legitimate
theatre”; that is, the production of plays and musicals. For that reason, this study will not include
movie theaters, comedy or improv clubs, concert halls, cabarets, nightclubs, dance theatres, or
auditoriums. Though the mapping portion does include venues that program plays and musicals
alongside other artforms in an interdisciplinary setting, as Off- and Off-Off-Broadway have always
existed within an interdisciplinary context.
The official dividing line between Broadway and Off-Broadway is a material measure of
theatre capacity defined within the Off-Broadway Agreement labor contract governed by AEA.12
Broadway theatres seat 500 people or more and Off-Broadway theatres seat 499 people or fewer.
The regulatory logic of this boundary posits that productions with higher box office potential
should pay their actors more, and that large commercial productions should be held to a different
standard of pay than smaller commercial ventures and nonprofit theatres. While there are
exceptions to this 499-capacity limit (particularly in the outer boroughs and in nontraditional
theatrical spaces), the numerical clarity of this regulatory boundary stands in stark contrast to the

11

Border studies were the focus of my introductory seminar in interdisciplinary studies for the Master of Liberal
Studies (MALS) program with Professor Victor Xavier Zarour Zarzar. An understanding of boundaries as social
constructs that are both subjective and contestable, largely gained from that course, plays a part in this work.
12
“Agreement and Rules Governing Employment Under the Off Broadway Agreement” (Actors’ Equity Association,
November 21, 2016).
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fuzzy cultural boundary that separates Broadway and Off-Broadway. One result of this fuzzy
cultural boundary is Off-Off-Broadway, an area of production defined as theatres seating 99 people
or fewer, as laid out in AEA’s Basic Showcase Code for New York City.13 Off-Off-Broadway can
arguably be understood as a noncommercial extension of Off-Broadway that developed in response
to commercial forces in the field, as explored in episode two. For now, suffice to say that this
capstone theorizes Off- and Off-Off-Broadway as imbricated sociocultural spaces.
Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are professional spaces, though they are not strictly union
spaces. Actors’ Equity is not the sole arbiter of who qualifies as a professional performing artist.
Not all Off-Broadway theatres are union theatres, and Off-Off-Broadway operates largely outside
the direct purview of AEA. While the mapping portion of this capstone includes both union and
non-union theatres, it does not include community theatres, educational theatres, or those whose
primary mission is education. Nor does it include theatres whose work lies solely in play and
musical development and who do not produce or host fully staged complete works.
Methodology
There are numerous ways of understanding ‘theatre.’ It exists as an artform (scripted
narratives performed in front of live audiences), a social phenomenon (a performance practice with
distinct meanings, norms, and marketplaces), and a built architectural form (the physical spaces
where the artform is practiced and experienced). In Places of Performance, Marvin Carlson places
theatre under a semiotic lens, analyzing the history of theatre buildings as a way of tracing the
social context, practical dimensions, and lived experience of theatre.14 Within this architectural
context, theatre exists as both signified (the practice/experience) and signifier (the building that

13

“Basic Showcase Code (New York City)” (Actors’ Equity Association, January 22, 2018), 2.
Marvin Carlson, Places of Performance: The Semiotics of Theatre Architecture (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University
Press, 1989).
14
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symbolizes the practice/experience).15 Carlson also considers theatre as part of the semiotics of
urbanism, not only uncovering the meaning encoded in theatre architecture, but also the meaning
encoded in the positions of theatres within the larger geographic context of the city.16 This capstone
project operates along similar lines of inquiry, examining the different types of buildings in which
theatre is performed and the locations of those buildings as signifiers that point towards what
theatre means as a cultural object and practice in New York. Within this context, the word
“geography” refers to two specific variables: physical location (address, neighborhood, position
within the greater city) and building type (Department of Finance building classification, building
history). When the latter is applied over the former, a sociological geography emerges, highlighting
the points of intersection between Off- and Off-Off-Broadway and other social spaces in New
York.
Carlson positions Places of Performance as a reaction against “new criticism” in theatre
studies, a recognition that theatre has sociocultural dimensions and meaning beyond the written
text.17 Within this larger scholarly context, numerous authors have turned this semiotic,
sociocultural lens on specific geographic settings. Jen Harvie explores the geography of London
theatre in her monograph Theatre and the City and Michael McKinnie does the same for Toronto
theatre in City Stages.18 Harvie observes a sociocultural message in the physical logic of the
Broadway and Off-Broadway boundary, which “poses the overwhelmingly commercial theatre of
Broadway/Times Square/42nd Street as the norm,” the reference point against which all other forms
of theatre are understood.19 Yet there are no major studies that turn this semiotic lens on Off- and

15

Carlson, 7.
Carlson, 10.
17
Carlson, 1.
18
Jen Harvie, Theatre and the City, Kindle ed. (London: Red Globe Press, 2009); Michael McKinnie, City Stages:
Theatre and Urban Space in a Global City, Reprint edition (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013).
19
Harvie, Theatre and the City, 25.
16

7

Off-Off-Broadway, as a way of understanding these sociocultural spaces on their own terms and on
their own turf. Mary Henderson’s The City and the Theatre: The History of New York Playhouse
maps city theatres over time, but only includes Broadway theatres or their equivalents in the
twentieth century.20 Henderson, who was curator of the Theatre Collection of the Museum of the
City of New York, devotes less than two pages to Off-Broadway, saying it consisted of numerous
companies, “all of which operated on the proverbial shoestring and disappeared when their money
or their most talented members ran out. A few notable companies have endured.”21 Christopher
Swift captures a much more complete (and generous) view of the city’s theatrical ecosystem by
mapping both past and present New York City theatres in The City Performs, a work of digital
scholarship.22 Swift’s work is not an accurate portrait of contemporary legitimate theatre in New
York, however. The project’s map of active theatres includes numerous film, dance, and music
venues and misses prominent legitimate theatres (including Ensemble Studio Theatre and the Brick
Theater, which feature in episodes two and four of this podcast series).
Off-Broadway and Off-Off-Broadway are the primary engines for legitimate theatrical
production in contemporary New York City in terms of volume, sheer creative energy, and critical
recognition. Every Pulitzer-Prize winning play since 2009 played Off-Broadway. Half of the Tony
Award winning musicals since 2009 had origins Off-Broadway before transferring to Broadway.
This capstone project utilizes a place-based methodology to trace the historical and contemporary
dimensions of this vibrant combined sociocultural space against the backdrop of New York City
geography, and also considers the labor of artists as the animating component of Off- and Off-OffBroadway. It consists of two main components, both of which I developed simultaneously in two

20

Mary Henderson, The City and the Theatre: The History of New York Playhouses, rev. ed. (New York: Back Stage
Books, 2004).
21
Henderson, 186.
22
Christopher Swift, “The City Performs: An Architectural History of New York City Theaters,” March 7, 2021,
https://arcg.is/1KHqCP.
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separate courses spring semester of 2021. The quantitative component consists of mapping a
sample of Off-Broadway theatres according to the two geographic variables of location and
building type. This is work I first undertook in a Sociology of New York City course with
Professor David Halle. For a representative sample, I selected a directory of theatres maintained by
the Off-Broadway Alliance (or OBA).23 The OBA is a professional organization of producers,
theatre managers, press agents, and other Off-Broadway workers, “dedicated to promoting and
supporting Off-Broadway theater, encouraging and assisting new producers, and making live
theater increasingly accessible to new and diverse audiences.”24 Their work in the industry includes
a mentorship program and the annual Off-Broadway Alliance Awards, and their online resources
includes a directory of theatres available for Off-Broadway productions.25 The OBA sample has
many pluses. It includes both union and non-union Off-Broadway spaces, along with many of the
major institutional theatres around the city. As the OBA operates in numerous layers of New
York’s theatrical ecosystem, the sample includes both commercial and nonprofit theatres across the
full capacity spectrum of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway. It also has the benefit of being easily
accessible and available on a digital platform (not inconsequential, as this work was initially
undertaken when COVID-19 restrictions were still widely in place throughout the city). The OBA
sample was charted according to two variables. The resulting map by location and table by location
and Department of Finance building classification are available to view in the Appendix.
The OBA sample is far from perfect, however. Nor can mapping alone capture the full
dimensions of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatre or bring its history to life. This quantitative
component was thus used as a sociological lens and an analytical support in building the second,

23

“Off-Broadway Theatres,” Off Broadway Alliance, accessed May 18, 2021,
https://www.offbroadwayalliance.com/off-broadway-producers-resource-directory/theaters/.
24
“About,” Off Broadway Alliance, accessed May 18, 2021, https://www.offbroadwayalliance.com/about/.
25
“Off-Broadway Theatres.”
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larger component on my capstone project: four podcast episodes that recount the history of four
Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres. These theatres function both as points within the larger arc of
New York City theatre history, but also as pieces of overlapping neighborhood and city histories
that can be read through the lens of geography. An early version of the second episode of this
capstone was developed as my final project for the course “Constructing History: Architecture and
Alternative Histories of New York” with Professors Elizabeth Macaulay and Jason Montgomery.
Following that course, I built out a larger arc of four Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatre histories
to counterbalance some of the OBA sample’s blind spots. The first of these theatres, and the focus
of episode one, is the Lucille Lortel Theatre, an important nonprofit theatre located in OffBroadway’s historic home of the West Village and a great example of the sort of establishment
Off-Broadway spaces the OBA sample captures wonderfully. Episodes two, three, and four all
feature theatres not included in the OBA sample, located in neighborhoods also underrepresented
in the sample. There is Ensemble Studio Theatre, an ensemble-based Off-Off-Broadway company
on the fringes of the Theatre District in the far west side of Hell’s Kitchen on 52nd Street (the OBA
sample includes relatively few Off-Off-Broadway theatres). Next, the National Black Theatre,
developed as part of the Black Arts Movement and still operating at 125th Street and Fifth Avenue
in Harlem (the OBA sample overlooks many Black and minority theatres). Lastly, the Brick
Theater, a prominent space in Williamsburg for contemporary Off-Off-Broadway and experimental
theatre production (the OBA sample does not include any theatres in the outer boroughs). This
quartet of podcasts was designed with an understanding of Off- and Off-Off-Broadways as cultural
spaces that permeate the city far beyond the boundary of the Times Square Theatre District. They
offer a richer, more nuanced way of understanding New York City’s theatre beyond the greyscale,

10

tripartite binary logic of Broadway/Off-Broadway/Off-Off-Broadway.26
The relationship between theatre and the city is a two-way street within the context of these
historic narratives. The geography of the city offers clues as to theatre’s position (and Off- and OffOff-Broadway’s position) within the larger sociocultural structure of New York City. Likewise,
theatre offers a unique framework to explore and illustrate larger municipal social structures and
trends. Both city and theatre emerge as objects of study in this approach. Numerous scholars have
conducted research that simultaneously examines theatre studies and urban sociology within an
interdisciplinary setting. Hillary Miller positions theatre as a way to interpret the history of New
York’s austerity regime in Drop Dead: Performance in Crisis, 1970s New York.27 Benjamin
McArthur’s Actors and American Culture: 1880-1920 analyzes the demographics of working
actors during the Gilded Age and Progressive Era and links their changing social profile to larger
changes in U.S.-American social structures during the same periods.28 Though New York City was
not specifically the focus of Actors and American Culture, the city (long an important center for the
U.S.-American acting community) still functions as a key site for analysis in the book.
This relationship between city and theatre informed my decision to create a public-facing
capstone rather than a traditional thesis. One of my overarching objectives within the MALS
program was to develop strategies for sharing New York City histories with nonacademic publics.
This led me to enroll in a public history course with Professor Anne Valk and where I encountered
numerous points of intersections between the world of theatre and the work of public history. It
occurred to me that within the local context of New York City, theatre (which endures as a popular
art form in the city) can serve as a useful on-ramp for municipal histories, similar to the ways

26

Challenging binary logic was a prominent theme in the readings and discussions of Professor Mark McBeth’s Queer
Academics course in the summer of 2020, where my final project was also a piece of performance.
27
Hillary Miller, Drop Dead: Performance in Crisis, 1970s New York (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
2016). Kindle.
28
Benjamin McArthur, Actors and American Culture 1880-1920 (Iowa City: University Of Iowa Press, 2000).
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Michelle Moon and Cathy Stanton observed food functioning as an engaging context and vector for
public history in their book Public History and the Food Movement: Adding the Missing
Ingredient.29 Anyone who doubts historian David Dean’s argument for theatre as an important site
for conveying historical knowledge need only consult the heaps of literature (both popular and
scholarly) deciphering history within the context of Lin Manuel-Miranda’s Hamilton, a blockbuster
piece of musical theatre that originally premiered Off-Broadway and has brought New York City’s
Revolutionary and Federalist Era history into popular discourse.30
The podcasts that make up this capstone are not works of theatre, but they are historical
narratives performed in the popular form of the podcast (a form many theatre artists turned to as an
analogous creative outlet during the COVID-19 pandemic closure).31 Narratives are a familiar and
accessible way to convey historical knowledge. In her research on museum theatre programs,
Catherine H. Hughes observed that even in explicitly theatrical performance settings, audiences
absorb interpretation-oriented “efferent” knowledge along with the affective/aesthetic qualities of
the narrative.32 Narrative and performance are also useful tools for building empathy, “practicing
the interdependence of human selves” in the words of oral historian Della Pollock.33 In Exhibitions
for Social Justice, Elena Gonzalez argues that building empathy is an essential part of the work for
museums who function as keystone public history institutions and seek to act as a positive force for

29

Michelle Moon and Cathy Stanton, Public History and the Food Movement: Adding the Missing Ingredient (New
York: Routledge, 2017). Kindle.
30
David Dean, “Theatre: A Neglected Site of Public History?,” The Public Historian 34, no. 3 (2012): 21–39,
https://doi.org/10.1525/tph.2012.34.3.21; Claire Bond Potter and Renee C. Romano, eds., Historians on Hamilton:
How a Blockbuster Musical Is Restaging America’s Past (Ithaca, NY: Rutgers University Press, 2019),
https://doi.org/10.36019/9780813590332-002.
31
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change in their communities.34 Narrative podcasts can therefore function as a more engaging and
socially relevant final product for nonacademic publics than a traditional scholarly thesis. They can
also function as a research tool. Archaeologist Rebecca Yamin notes, “the telling of a story is more
than a style of presentation; it becomes a way of knowing.”35 The narrative framework provides a
methodology to analyze separate yet corresponding elements at a given moment in time, to explore
the “given circumstances” of history (to borrow a term from acting theorist Konstantin
Stanislavski).
This decision to create a public-facing capstone rather than a traditional thesis is also
guided by my personal experience as a professional actor. I have experienced firsthand much of
what Yamin, Hughes, and Pollock observe in performance settings. My career as a stage actor is
what brought me to New York, so I can attest to theatre’s potential as an “on-ramp” for
encountering wider city histories. While I anticipate this project will be accessible to multiple
publics, I am specifically interested in engaging with the professional theatre community. The
professional theatre world and academic theatre world are imbricated social spaces. Theatre
professionals regularly pass through both undergraduate and graduate academic institutions. Within
this overlapping academic space, public theatre history functions as a key point of interaction
between the humanities and theatre professionals. Here, public theatre history can specifically be
understood as the ways in which theatre history is taught, understood, and remembered within the
context of professional performing artists. There were two observations I made about public theatre
history as a professional actor returning to an academic space. First, performing artists are
generally ill-informed as to the history of the entertainment industry in New York City. I was illinformed myself until I started actively researching that history, which is what inspired me to
34
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conduct research that might be practical specifically for theatre professionals. As theatres across
the country shut down in March of 2020, I was dismayed that the historical memory of the most
recent precedent (nationwide theatre closures during 1918 influenza epidemic) had not endured
better in professional settings. I was enrolled at the time in Professor Gemma Sharpe’s section of
the Narratives of New York course (“Art, Intuitions, Internationalism”). For my final project in the
course, I conducted archival research to rebuild parts of that historical memory by examining
coverage of the 1918 pandemic closure in vaudeville industry newspapers (research I was able to
conduct thanks to Professor Sharpe’s proactive efforts to prepare the class for digital archival
research in early March of 2020). The second observation I made was that professional industry
viewpoints are missing from many theatre humanities spaces, as evidenced by Henderson’s
dismissive attitude towards Off- and Off-Off-Broadway and Swift’s overlooking prominent Offand Off-Off-Broadway theatres in his sample. This capstone is a small effort to build a broader
discourse in theatre humanities that includes scholars and professionals. While I selected the four
subjects for this podcast series because of the historical narratives they offered, I was also guided in
part by my own professional experience as an actor, which is how I am familiar with both
Ensemble Studio Theatre and the Brick Theater. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway constitute an
important marketplace for the labor of contemporary theatre workers. The history of that
marketplace is important context for the professional wellbeing of that workforce. This capstone
will hopefully function as a novel way to convey that history, while also adding to the academic
literature about important institutions for the development of theatrical talent (which Ensemble
Studio Theatre, the National Black Theatre, and the Brick Theater all are).
All four of the theatres featured in this podcast series were started by professional actors.
As Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are professional spaces, labor functions as another methodological
lens for this capstone project. Theatre is an artform constructed around the exhibition of laboring
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bodies and therefore cannot be fully understood without recognizing performing artists as a
workforce; a symbolically important workforce in New York, where legitimate theatre is a
marquee part of the city’s creative industries sector. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway constitute
important “factory floor” sites for production, training, and activism within this workforce. While
this capstone is not an in-depth analysis of the labor history of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway, it does
include AEA labor contracts as another useful measure to understand this sociocultural space
(inspired in part by Sean P. Holme’s book Weavers of Dreams, Unite! Actors' Unionism in Early
Twentieth-Century America).36 The labor of New York City’s performing artists is the animating
force of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres exist as the physical
manifestation of that labor and are the product of activism in the performing arts. Labor is not the
organizing principle of this capstone in the same manner as geography, but it is a key secondary
element, and one that also relates to my objective in creating a public-facing capstone specifically
relevant to professional theatre workers.
The Podcast Episodes
I have deposited the transcripts for all four podcast episodes along with this white paper.
Rather than summarize the content of those episodes, my objectives in this next section are
twofold. First, I offer a brief analytical summary of how the OBA mapping work relates to each
episode. Second, I explore in greater detail how each of these four specific theatres contribute to
the overall objectives of this capstone.
Episode 1: Lucille Lortel Theatre
The Lucille Lortel Theatre was selected for the first episode of this podcast series to serve
as an introduction to Off-Broadway, in part because of the theatre’s position within a neighborhood
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often understood to be the birthplace and enduring home of Off-Broadway, the West Village. From
its origins within a vibrant postwar arts scene, the Lortel provides an opportunity to recount OffBroadway’s early history and development in Greenwich Village and the West Village. The OBA
sample map charts the centrality of this area for Off-Broadway production. OBA theatres that seat
100 or more cluster in two major areas, one of which is an Off-Broadway theatre district centered
around Greenwich Village (what I call the Village Off-Broadway theatre district; see fig. 1). This

Figure 1. Map of Village Off-Broadway theatre district. Blue symbols represent the location of OBA theatres. (Map Data: copyright
2021 Google My Maps.)

position within greater New York links Off-Broadway and the Village’s cultural history to the
city’s cultural and financial elite who used to occupy the same part of the city. The Public Theater
and Astor Place Theatre operate out of landmarked buildings that housed this earlier elite, at the
center of the Village Off-Broadway theatre district. These two theatres and the Lucille Lortel can
16

thus be understood as an example of establishment Off-Broadway. These theatres include a mix of
commercial and nonprofit spaces, as well as institutions where commercial and nonprofit interests
mix. Broadway remains an important model and dominant point of reference for establishment OffBroadway. The OBA sample is weighted towards establishment Off-Broadway theatres, including
many commercial theatres and institutional nonprofits that cluster around both the Times Square
Theatre District and the Village Off-Broadway theatre district. The former is the contemporary
home of the city’s commercial theatre district, and the latter covers much of the same real estate as
earlier nineteenth-century commercial theatre districts.37 Off-Broadway in some ways represents a
continuation of older commercial models of theatrical production in the city.
The Lucille Lortel’s previous history as a movie theatre serves as an introduction to
semiotic and sociological intersections with Off-Broadway. The theatre acts as a symbol of OffBroadway’s relationship to the film industry, encoded in Off-Broadway’s very birth. Los Angelesbased labor contracts, which oriented stage work as peripheral labor to film work, served as the
model for the first AEA Off-Broadway labor contracts.38 This movie theatre past also places OffBroadway directly within the urban theories of Jane Jacobs, who generated much of her work in the
cultural melee of the postwar West Village. Jacobs mentions a “small experimental theatre,”
identifying Off- and Off-Off-Broadway as part of the area landscape and her model
neighborhood.39 More importantly, Off-Broadway serves as an example of cultural production that
relies on the older buildings that Jacobs cites as crucial to a healthy functioning city.40 OffBroadway’s health is linked to the city’s overall health in this respect.
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The Lortel also offers an opportunity to engage with the life and legacy of Lucille Lortel, a
leading figure in the development of Off-Broadway. Lortel is an interesting historical subject for
numerous reasons, and her importance has arguably been underappreciated. She serves as a symbol
of Jewish-American assimilation through the arts and a bridge connecting different eras in the
city’s theatre history. She started her career as a legitimate actress before the Great Depression and
ended it in the 1990s as one of Off-Broadway’s foremost producers. From her position as owner of
the Theatre de Lys (which was later renamed the Lucille Lortel), she helped shape both the power
structure of the city’s nonprofit theatre industry and the canon of twentieth-century Western drama.
Her biography provides an interesting West Village neighborhood history, an important source for
the city’s overall theatre history, and an useful framework for tracing Off- and Off-Off-Broadway’s
development as a workspace.
Episode 2: Ensemble Studio Theatre
Ensemble Studio Theatre (or EST) serves to introduce Off-Off-Broadway as an extension
of the Off-Broadway sociocultural space and as an important development in the city’s theatre
history. Off-Off-Broadway largely emerged in the Village Off-Broadway theatre district. Stephen
J. Bottoms points out in his Off-Off-Broadway history Playing Underground the new sociocultural
space largely clung to marginal real estate because of its noncommercial aims, including
experimentation and development (which were not being fully accommodated Off-Broadway due
to commercial considerations).41 This physical relationship between these theatres can be observed
in the OBA sample, where Off-Off-Broadway spaces occupy a less central position in relationship
to the two major theatre districts and transportation networks than larger Off-Broadway theatres do
(see fig. 2). The OBA sample also provides evidence of Off-Off-Broadway’s overlapping
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Figure 2. Map of OBA Off- and Off-Off-Broadway-sized theatres. Blue symbols represent the location of Off-Broadway-sized OBA
theatres, red symbols represent the location of Off-Off-Broadway-sized OBA theatres. (Map Data: copyright 2021 Google My
Maps.)

relationship with Off-Broadway, with numerous institutions that operate in both spaces
simultaneously, including Ars Nova, Atlantic Theatre Company, and New York Theatre
Workshop.
Ensemble Studio Theatre serves as an example of these institutional Off-Off-Broadway
spaces that operate as laboratories for experimentation and career development for the city’s
professional performing arts workforce. Ensemble Studio Theatre’s position in Hell’s Kitchen on
the fringes of the commercial Times Square Theatre District stands as physical evidence of this
relationship to the wider theatre industry. The theatre operates under a Letter of Agreement labor
contract (which is organized in direction relationship to AEA’s Off-Broadway Agreement) rather
than the Showcase Code so that EST can operate as both a union and an Off-Off-Broadway
theatre.42 Work developed at EST, like Robert Askins’ Hand to God, has succeeded both Off-
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Broadway and on Broadway. The OBA sample and The City Performs both overlook many OffOff-Broadway theatres, including these institutional spaces. Neither give a great sense of the Hell’s
Kitchen west side theatre district EST is contained within (see fig. 3).

Figure 3. Map of Hell’s Kitchen Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres. Blue symbols represent the location of OBA theatres, yellow
symbols represent the location of non-OBA theatres. (Map Data: copyright 2021 Google My Maps.)

Hell’s Kitchen’s history as an industrial neighborhood and EST’s history in a former
furniture factory also offer insight into Off- and Off-Off-Broadway. Theatres like EST that move
into former factories represent the shift from industrial production to creative industries in New
York City. Though institutional Off-Off-Broadway theatres may be noncommercial, they should
still be understood as part of that creative industrial sector. EST’s ensemble structure endures as a
unique fraternal-professional organization tailored to the needs of performing arts professionals in
New York. Off-Off-Broadway serves as a community space for the city’s professional theatre
workforce, just as EST serves as an artistic “home” for many of its ensemble members. EST’s
position in Hell’s Kitchen also offers insight into the municipal geopolitical structure in which OffOff-Broadway emerged. EST and many surrounding Hell’s Kitchen theatres developed in a section
of the city originally slated for urban renewal, as did La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club (the
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East Village’s most prominent institutional Off-Off-Broadway theatre).43
Episode 3: National Black Theatre
As previously mentioned, Off- and Off-Off-Broadway can be understood as cultural spaces
for legitimate theatre. Legitimate theatre is a fraught construct, rooted in an eighteenth-century
British censorship law and suggesting that other forms of live entertainment are somehow
illegitimate.44 This legacy takes on additional cultural significance in the United States where for
generations legitimate theatre was positioned in direct relationship to the upper and middle classes
and specifically coded as white and Anglo-American.45 Numerous Black theatre artists contested
this racialized understanding of the artform throughout the twentieth century, with Broadway
trailblazers such as Paul Robeson and Lorraine Hansberry receiving the most attention. Yet OffBroadway was arguably even more central the establishment of Black legitimate theatre in New
York City. The National Black Theatre serves as an example of Black Off-Broadway and the
important contributions of Black performing artists to Off- and Off-Off-Broadway production
despite lingering vestiges of racism.
Different Black artists have responded to racism in different ways, and Harlem itself serves
as an important geographic signifier in the framework of those responses, which reflect a variety of
strategies and approaches. Black artists have been operating in the traditional center of Off- and
Off-Off-Broadway in the Village since the 1950s. Their work has been fundamental to the success
of the Village Off-Broadway theatre district. Some Black artists formed lasting careers and
obtained traditional White markers of success, but discrimination and stereotype remained potent
forces in theatre. Off- and Off-Off Broadway remained largely oriented towards white audiences
and maintained a white power structure, as Barbara Ann Teer (the founder of the National Black
43
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Theatre) documented in the late 1960s.46 For Black artists like Teer who sought to create a new
system of theatre specifically oriented towards the Black community (by Black artists and for the
benefit of Black people), Harlem represented an important artistic home, drawing upon the history
of Black nationalism and creative production in the neighborhood. The National Black Theatre
took up space in a former jewelry factory within a storefront environment, a symbol of both
Harlem creative industries and the theatre’s artistic approach, rooted in the tradition of Black
storefront Pentecostalist churches. Black- and minority-centered institutions like these continue to
be overlooked in both professional and academic contexts. While there is a wealth of literature
about the early, more revolutionary era in the National Black Theatre’s history, very little has been
written about the theatre’s continuing evolution over its fifty-years-plus history. This capstone
covers that longer historical arc. It also seeks to address a blind spot in the OBA sample, which
does not include any Harlem or historically Black theatres (see fig. 4). With the prominent
exception of the Puerto Rican Travelling Theatre, neither does it contain any Spanish language or

Figure 4. Map of Harlem Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres. Blue symbols represent the location of OBA theatres, yellow
symbols represent the location of non-OBA theatres. (Map Data: copyright 2021 Google My Maps.)
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specifically Latino theatres.
Like Lortel, Teer’s biography represents an important narrative in the history of OffBroadway. It serves as an example of activism, and specifically Black activism, which has been the
driving force in the fight against racial inequality in the field for decades. Teer was part of a
generation whose theatrical work overlapped with the civil rights and Black arts movements. Her
trajectory from a working actress in predominantly white theatrical spaces to a producer and
director in a specifically Black theatre in Harlem (a transition physically marked in the late 60s by
adopting an afro hairstyle) serves as an alternative to dominant narratives of the Black arts
movement that focus on male artists. As a Black woman, Teer felt overlooked and disparaged by
both white and Black theatre communities. As a result, she never published much of her work
outside newspaper editorials.47 Her story and contributions to New York City theatre deserve to be
more widely recognized. The National Black Theatre can now boast many of the same markers of
success and legitimacy coveted by many predominantly white theatres (including union labor
contracts, an Obie Award, and producing partnerships with major institutions like the Public
Theater), which speaks to the successful foundation Teer’s labor and activism provides for the
theatre as it has grown in new directions.
Episode 4: The Brick Theater
The Brick Theater was selected for the final episode of this series for two primary reasons.
First, its position in Williamsburg offers the opportunity to explore Off- and Off-Off-Broadway
theatre as they exist in New York City’s outer boroughs. As Hillary Miller notes in Drop Dead,
there is a pattern of centering Manhattan within postwar histories of theatre in New York.48
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Manhattan is also centered within the theatre industry’s power structures. AEA’s Off-Broadway
labor contract specifies that it applies only to theatres in the borough of Manhattan (though it also
grants the union power to include other theatres outside this geographical boundary).49 The OBA
sample (which serves as a resource for Off-Broadway producers and companies) is located solely
within Manhattan. There is, in fact, a long history of performance in New York City outside of
Manhattan, especially in Brooklyn (see fig. 5). This capstone makes sure to feature outer borough
theatre in the geographic scope of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway by including the Brick. Second, the
Brick serves as an example of what some might call New York City theatre’s contemporary
“cutting edge,” an Off-Off-Broadway theatre situated in a formerly industrial outer borough
neighborhood that has not historically been home to experimental performance. The theatre’s
history illustrates what is new about theatre in the twenty-first-century city, as well as what has
remained constant. The Brick continues in the tradition of innovation laid out in part by the other
theatres in this series. Its recent successful artistic director transition indicates the Brick may yet
enjoy the institutional longevity of these other theatres as well.

Figure 5. Map of Brooklyn Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres. Blue symbols represent the location of OBA theatres, yellow
symbols represent the location of non-OBA theatres. (Map Data: copyright 2021 Google My Maps.)
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Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres also function as signifiers of gentrification in
neighborhoods like Williamsburg, as Jasmine Mahmoud demonstrates in her article, “Brooklyn’s
Experimental Frontiers: A Performance of Geography.”50 The larger relationship between theatre
and gentrification is a complicated question, beyond the scope of this capstone project. Yet
gentrification does pose numerous questions as to how New York’s theatre industry relates to the
physical environment of the city, questions that are important for artist-citizens to ponder. This
episode positions Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres as spaces with the potential to bridge
neighborhood divides. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway have always functioned as vectors for and
manifestations of activism within New York City’s theatre community. That activism has shaped
the landscape of New York and has the potential to contribute to a more equitable and just city.
First, however, theatre professionals need to consider their artform and industry within the larger
sociohistorical context of the city and neighborhoods where they work.
Conclusion
The wide-angle geographic lens of this capstone captures numerous dimensions of the
multivariate Off- and Off-Off-Broadway sociocultural space, including commercial, aesthetic, and
political elements. It also situates this sociocultural space within the larger social and historical
context of New York City. Examining Off- and Off-Off-Broadway as forms of labor highlight the
unique role performing artists have played in contouring these dimensions and shaping the
theatrical and physical landscape of the city. Performing artists will continue to shape both through
the decisions they make as their industry emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic. A more holistic,
perhaps even ecological understanding of the theatre industry is key to its survival during this time.
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An understanding that does not isolate Broadway, Off-Broadway, and Off-Off-Broadway as selfcontained cultural spaces, and instead acknowledges the ways in which they complement and
interact with one another. An understanding that recognizes the larger municipal structures and
systems of which the theatre industry is a part.
There are numerous directions for work that enriches such an understanding. While this
capstone was designed to analyze diverse points on the map of the city’s Off- and Off-OffBroadway theatres, there are numerous types of theatres the podcast series barely touches on (such
as Spanish-language and Latino theatres, fully commercial theatres, performing arts centers, and
major institutions that operate in both the Broadway and Off-Broadway spaces). A broader theatre
mapping project, one based around a more extensive sample than the OBA, has the potential to
extend this line of inquiry in directions yet unknown. The relationship between theatre and
gentrification deserves more attention, as does activism as a defining feature in the city’s
performing arts history. The collective labor that has gone into creating these sociocultural spaces
over generations deserves as much attention as dominant histories that center specific
“breakthrough” productions and individuals. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are part of what makes
New York City special, as are the communities of artists whose work make Off- and Off-OffBroadway possible. All deserve to be prominently featured on the cultural map of the city.
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CHAPTER 2: LUCILLE LORTEL EPISODE SCRIPT
Imagine Broadway. Even if you’ve never been to a Broadway show, there’s probably a
specific place that pops up: Times Square, right? That’s where Broadway is. That’s it’s place, with
its expensive tickets, box office lines, fans flocking outside stage doors. Broadway theatres are big,
over 500 seats. The best route to reliably filling over 1,000 seats nights after night is popular
culture. And that’s what a lot of Broadway is: jukebox musicals, stage versions of movies, and
celebrities doing everything from Shakespeare to Sondheim to this year’s hottest up-and-coming
playwright; commercial theatre in the heart of America’s financial capital.
Now imagine Off-Broadway. That mental picture’s probably less clear, right? OffBroadway means a house (that’s industry-speak for an audience) that seats 100 to 499 people. That
spectrum takes you from noncommercial to commercial, from art for art’s sake to pure pop culture.
100 to 499 seats is where some of the most interesting and important work in the American theatre
happens. Every single Pulitzer-Prize winning play since 2009 played Off-Broadway. Half of the
Tony Award winning musicals played there too before transferring to Broadway, and yes, that
includes Hamilton.
Can you imagine if we used vague umbrella terms like this to describe our food culture?
New York City: Michelin stars! Food trucks! Also, some medium sized restaurants! I’m trying to
add some color to this black and white portrait of New York theatre; some red and blue and mauve
(naturally). Broadway has one place in the city, Off-Broadway has many. What can OffBroadway’s many places within in the city tell us about what Off-Broadway is?
If you want to learn about Off-Broadway and how it relates to the city as a whole, the best
place to start is by heading downtown from Times Square. Though the city doesn’t market it the
same way (and it’s not officially recognized), there is actually a second theatre district in Lower
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Manhattan, stretching across most of the island between SoHo and Union Square, with many
different types of theatre available. New plays at Vineyard Theatre, classics at Classic Stage
Company, multimillion dollar institutions like The Public Theater and New York Theatre
Workshop, and even major commercial spaces, like Astor Place (home of the Blue Man Group)
and The Orpheum (where Stomp has been playing for longer than Google search has been a thing).
Each of these venues is within comfortable walking distance of at least one other theatre, with the
largest all convenient to the subway. Not unlike the Times Square Theatre District (only with
smaller theatres and no M&M’s World). There’s a map of the district you can check out in the
white paper for this capstone, based on theatre locations for the Off-Broadway Alliance. New
Yorkers have been attending theatres in this part of the city for about 200 years, though most of the
theatres from the 1800s are long gone by now. The reason this alternative theatre district is still a
thing today is entirely because of Off-Broadway.
Let’s head there right now. Roughly thirty blocks down Seventh Avenue from Times
Square, hang a right on Christopher Street and just before you hit Hudson, you’ll find the Lucille
Lortel Theatre, one of the longest-running theatres in this part of the city. It’s easy to spot. The
building is not exactly subtle. It features a big marquee and a playwrights walk-of-fame with stars
on the sidewalk. Appropriate, as the Lortel, in fact, was originally a movie theatre. While
Broadway is produced almost exclusively in spaces originally constructed for theatre, OffBroadway mostly occurs in spaces that were converted into theatres (churches, firehouses, banks,
commercial lofts). These different building types can tell us things about Off-Broadway, just like
the neighborhoods where Off-Broadway happens can tell us things too.
The Lortel’s history as a movie theatre reveals something interesting about Off-Broadway’s
history. It was formerly a run-down “grind house” movie theatre called the Hudson Playhouse until
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it was turned into a live theatre in 1952.1 This shift from film venue to live venue is the opposite of
how many people understand the history of twentieth-century American entertainment, a time
when entrepreneurs like William Fox and Adolph Zukor made a fortune taking live theatres and
turning them into movie theatres.2 There’s an economic reason why movies overtook theatre as
mass entertainment. You only have to produce a film once, and then you can show it all across the
country, multiple places at one. Live theatre doesn’t work that way. It couldn’t compete for most
middle- and working-class Americans. By the 1920s, most live theatres around the country had
either closed or converted to film. The double whammy of the Great Depression and World War II
closed and converted even more. Movies were unquestionably the dominant form of popular
culture around the world by 1950.3 Around that same time, however, New York City theatre made
a comeback in smaller, more specialized forms in the wake of film’s sea change.
The term Off-Broadway was brand-new in 1952, but the idea of Off-Broadway, of an
alternative to Broadway, was not, especially in Greenwich Village and the West Village. Ever since
the 1910s, companies like the Washington Square Players, the Cherry Lane Theatre, and the
Provincetown Players had been organizing in the Village, trying to create a more intellectual
alternative to the commercial theatres uptown, looking to the realist playwrights of Europe (like
Chekhov and Ibsen) as models.4 They found fertile ground in the area. In the 1800s, Washington
Square Park was one of the most fashionable parts of the city, also attracting many artists and
writers like Whitman, Poe, Twain, and Henry James (many of whom were either wealthy
themselves or looking for wealthy patrons). But by the early twentieth century, the fashion had
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changed. The elite moved uptown, leaving in their wake falling real estate prices now available to
those artists and writers.5 In this new bohemian Village, they could create their art free from the
confines of middle-class propriety in the neighborhood’s vacant stables, carriage houses, and
townhouses. The Provincetown Players, for example, fashioned their theatre out of a dining room
and two parlor rooms at 139 MacDougal Street, where some of Eugene O’Neill’s first plays were
staged.6 Few of these companies survived long, but they remained influential, and many of their
theatres and artists (like O’Neill) endured.
After World War II, Greenwich Village’s art scene found itself under an international
spotlight during the country’s postwar economic boom, an era (and bar scene) that still looms large
in popular understanding of the neighborhood. Jazz at the Village Vanguard, abstract expressionists
at Cedar Tavern, Baldwin and Kerouac at the San Remo Café, and Jane Jacobs, who lived on
Hudson Street and wrote about how the neighborhood bars helped make for a safe and culturally
vibrant neighborhood.7 Jane Jacobs, for anyone who doesn’t know, was an important urbanist,
someone who gave a lot of thought to how cities function and the ways in which they can affect
quality of life. One of her chief examples of a healthy city neighborhood was the West Village of
the 1950s. In her most famous book, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, she makes
passing reference to a “small experimental theatre.” 8 Off-Broadway was theatre’s contribution to
this now legendary neighborhood scene.
Many theatre historians point to Circle in the Square, located in Sheridan Square just a
couple blocks from the Lortel, as the start of Off-Broadway; specifically, director Jose Quintero’s
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1952 production of Tennessee Williams’ Summer and Smoke.9 The show felt entirely different than
Broadway. Circle in the Square was located in a modestly sized former nightclub, the sort of
building that couldn’t fit a Broadway-sized theatre. Instead, a much smaller audience sat on all four
sides surrounding the stage (partly to accommodate the unconventional space), which is where the
theatre gained its name. Circle in the Square was a theatre-in-the-round in Sheridan Square.
Summer and Smoke was an intimate, visceral audience experience, being that close to a
professionally trained actor like Geraldine Page performing Tennessee Williams live and in person.
The theatre’s setup was also better suited for the nuanced, naturalistic style of acting then gaining
popularity (partly a result of film acting). The production was magnetic, especially for theatre fans
and practitioners (who made up a larger portion of the audiences who still went to the theatre).
Summer and Smoke was a surprise hit, and soon Off-Broadway was something critics and
audiences were talking about.
As much credit as Circle in the Square gets, Off-Broadway had been going for a while
before Summer and Smoke played in 1952. The New York Times was referring to Off-Broadway as
early as 1947.10 In 1949 they ran a story about an “Off-Broadway theatre boom,” largely fueled by
theatre artists returning from war service and looking to make work, running their own theatres
around the city.11 That same year the first Off-Broadway theatre league formed, and Actors’ Equity
Association (the labor union for professional stage actors and stage managers) threatened that
union members could not work at these new theatres, which did not have official contracts with the
union. These artist-driven Off-Broadway theatres asked for a new contract of their own, and just
9
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one month later they got it.12 Off-Broadway was born September 17, 1949, when Actors’ Equity
agreed to let union actors work in these smaller spaces (299 seats or less) for smaller wages
(sometimes as low as $5 per week), based on a contract that was originally worked out for artists
trying to make theatre in movieland Los Angeles. The compromise was largely due to mass
unemployment in the city’s acting community. These actors just wanted work, even if the pay
wasn’t spectacular. Unfortunately, there was also a shortage of theatrical real estate for these new
Off-Broadway theatres.13 Intrepid producers and directors around the city started turning
undervalued older buildings into theatre spaces. Old movie houses were already built to house
entertainment and were pretty straightforward to convert. The Village was already home to
numerous theatres starting to command attention. Which was why in 1952, William de Lys
converted the old Hudson Playhouse movie theatre into and Off-Broadway live theatre: the Theatre
de Lys, a venue that would help steer the course of this new theatrical sector and would eventually
be renamed the Lucille Lortel.
De Lys is a bit player, a strange comet blazing quick and bright before disappearing in the
early history of Off-Broadway. Basically a bohemian conman, De Lys planned to operate his space
like club theatres in England at the time, which charged an annual membership to view work that
was more arts-based than commercial. The theatre opened in 1952 with Frankie and Johnny, a
musical based on a 1920’s puppet show that film director John Huston wrote early in his career.
The show was not well received. It closed the day after it opened and De Lys basically disappeared,
leaving the theatre in the hands of the construction company he had contracted to convert the space
(and then failed to pay). The Off-Broadway revolution was not always the fresh alternative it
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claimed to be.
Village theatre in many ways was just a smaller form of Broadway. Many successful early
Off-Broadway productions were new attempts at plays that had flopped on Broadway, including
Summer and Smoke.14 Financial success wasn’t immaterial, even this far from Times Square. It’s
part of how Summer and Smoke got the attention it did: it made money. It should perhaps come as
no surprise, then, that the person who saved Theatre de Lys (and had in fact been in the theatre that
opening night of Frankie and Johnny) was not a director or a writer, but a producer; our heroine,
Lucille Lortel. Lortel is arguably underappreciated as one of the architects of Off-Broadway, at
least compared to directors like Joseph Papp and playwrights like Edward Albee. This is perhaps
because Lortel was a producer, rather than an artist; perhaps because she was a woman. Or perhaps
it’s because Lucille Lortel was complicated in ways that are similar to how Off-Broadway is
complicated. It’s easier for the industry to just glance at her, instead of considering her story as part
of the bridge connecting theatre’s commercial past to its nonprofit present in the city.
Lortel was born Lucille Wadler in 1900 on the Lower East Side.15 Her parents were both
from Polish Jewish immigrant families. The arts were an important part of assimilating into the
middle class, when her father’s business in the garment industry allowed the family to move to
Riverside Drive on the Upper West Side. 16 Her brother, Mayo, became a concert violinist; Lucille
became an actress. A legitimate theatre actress during a time when the form was largely defined as
an art for the white, the native born, the monied.17 Which is possibly part of why she changed her
name to Lucille Lortel shortly after entering the profession.18 Lortel went on to have a successful
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acting career as a young woman, largely playing roles that sexualized her ethnic otherness. “I had
long dark hair, and they always engaged me for exotic parts.”19 She did tours, debuted on
Broadway in 1925, and even “played the Palace” (the most prestigious vaudeville house in the
country). But few actresses around the turn of the century worked past the age of 35, and Lucille
had the awful luck to enter her 30s right as the Great Depression started.20 With work hard to find,
in 1931 Lortel married Louis Schweitzer, a wealthy industrialist who manufactured paper for
cigarettes. While her relationship with Lou was genuine, she sometimes described her decision to
marry as a sort of career pivot. “It was harder and harder to get the sort of parts I wanted. And it
was spring.”21
Acting didn’t mesh well with married life, so after World War II and with her husband’s
tremendous wealth at her disposal, Lortel turned to producing, first at the White Barn Theatre she
operated in Westport, Connecticut, where she and Lou had a house. That’s actually where she’d
met De Lys. He made quite the impression. Lortel initially thought De Lys was a pimp, so both she
and Lou were curious to see what this man was going to stage in the West Village.22 While they
winced at the show, they were impressed by the theatre. Lortel was ambitious. She wanted to
produce in New York City, the capitol of the industry. So, in 1954, two years after De Lys’
disappearance, Louis Schweitzer bought the Theatre de Lys for his wife.
Coincidentally, at the exact same time Schweitzer purchased the Theatre de Lys, Marc
Blitzstein’s adaptation of Bertolt Brecht’s The Threepenny Opera opened in the space; a production
that would put the venue on the city’s cultural map.23 A cynical play with music set within the
underworld of Victorian England (and featuring heavy 1920s Berlin cabaret influences),
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Threepenny Opera is another example of a show that had originally flopped on Broadway when it
opened in 1933, closing after only thirteen performances. Today, the show is very much a part of
the Western canon, studied around the world and having spawned the pop standard, “Mack the
Knife.” The 1950s Off-Broadway production of Threepenny Opera at Theatre de Lys is an
important part of why. It was stripped down, rough-around-the-edges, and featured Lotte Lenya
(who had starred in the show’s original Berlin production twenty-six years earlier) as well as a
young Bea Arthur. The smaller space without a fly system forced a flat staging against a backdrop,
well suited to Brecht’s style. It was a smash and would eventually run for 2,611 performances.24
That’s a run that rivals contemporary blockbuster Broadway musicals, longer than Avenue Q, Kinky
Boots, and The Producers, and exactly the sort of achievement a vague understanding of OffBroadway obscures.25
The production was also an immense stroke of luck for Lortel and Schweitzer, who faced
years of unexpected legal challenges from the venue’s former booking manager after purchasing
the theatre. Theatre de Lys did not have a permanent resident theatre company. Lortel was
effectively a theatrical landlord, leasing the space to tenant productions in a commercial real estate
arrangement not dissimilar from Broadway theatres. By the early 1960s, it cost between $1,000 to
$1,250 per week to rent the de Lys.26 Lortel had a touch of the businesswoman. As an actress, she
experienced firsthand the difficulty of making a living as a performing artist. As a producer, she
leveraged a cozy relationship with Actors’ Equity’s president Clarence Derwent (with whom she’d
worked on Broadway) to keep overhead costs down and pay her actors less than would have
otherwise been required.27 Lortel could also be incredibly generous. At heart, she was a
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philanthropist and produced not because she wanted to make money, but because theatre was her
life’s passion. Lortel studied at an acting conservatory and was part of the first generation to enter
the profession following Actors’ Equity’s foundation in the 1910s. She’s a great example of the
sort of professional looking to make work that was more intellectual than Broadway in the 1950s.28
She was making art; she couldn’t be expected to pay wages as if she were running a business (a
way of thinking that basically assumes professional artists have their own wealth to survive on).
This has always been a part of the commercial engine of Off-Broadway. It wasn’t just experimental
groups of actors that moved into smaller theatre spaces. Commercial producers did too, which is
part of what Actors’ Equity was concerned about in enforcing labor standards. Some theatres, like
Theatre de Lys, had elements of both. Lortel’s skill at being a servant to both art and commerce is
what earned her the nickname the Queen of Off-Broadway.
Though she made sure her name was prominently attached to Threepenny Opera (a lesson
in publicity she’d learned as an actress), Lortel hadn’t really been involved with the production. It
just happened to rent the de Lys right as she took over. Threepenny’s long run made it impossible
to do the thing she most wanted to do at the theatre: produce. The solution came through an
organization called the American National Theatre and Academy, or ANTA.29 ANTA was
originally an attempt to create an official national theatre for the United States in the 1930s, but
without federal funding (of course) it became a philanthropic organization supporting
noncommercial theatre. In the 1950s, when the New York chapter sought to create their own acting
company, Lortel (then on the board of directors) suggested a more economic alternative. Rather
than organizing and funding a permanent company, ANTA would stage barebone productions in
the Theatre de Lys on Tuesday afternoons, a time when Threepenny wasn’t playing and most
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theatre professionals would be free to participate and attend.
It may have been called the ANTA Matinee Series, but it was very much a Lucille Lortel
production. She oversaw programing, and the series reflected her taste: intellectual and eclectic,
even a little experimental. The productions were simple and unelaborate (today they’d be called
workshops). Actors had a week to rehearse. There was no set or serious costumes and only one
performance. Still, the work was professional, and audiences could always count on something new
at the series, which had a literary bent and mixed new work with the classics. The “pilot” ANTA
matinee in 1956 (an adaptation of Alan Paton’s Cry, the Beloved Country) was followed by a full
series in 1957 including work by Shakespeare, Wilde, and an adaptation of Dos Passos’ U.S.A.
Later series would feature Edward Albee, Yukio Mishima, Langston Hughes, Eugene Ionesco, and
stage adaptations of work by Steinbeck and Katherine Ann Porter. Many ANTA matinee
productions went on to have successful full productions in other theatres Off-Broadway. It was a
sort of incubator, a place to see work that didn’t have much commercial appeal, but was new and
exciting from a theatrical perspective – an early version of what Off-Off-Broadway would offer in
the 1960s and 70s. The dual opportunity to try something new and to be seen by important industry
folk attracted top acting talent despite the terrible pay (as low $20 for a week of work, lower than
the union mandated minimum salary for Off-Broadway work and another benefit of Lortel’s cozy
relationship with Actors’ Equity).30 The matinee series lasted for almost twenty years before
ending for good in 1975, two decades in which it helped set the tone for nonprofit theatre in the
city (both in terms of content and low wages).
Lortel’s reputation as a producer grew further when she secured the rights to the American
premiere of Jean Genet’s The Balcony, a French play about a brothel operating in the midst of
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armed rebellion; an examination of power, fantasy, and roleplay in sex, politics and war. The play
(also now part of the Western canon) caused quite the sensation in the late 1950s, especially when
the London premiere was censored and Genet was barred from the theatre. Because Threepenny
was still running, Lortel ended up producing The Balcony with Circle in the Square in 1960 (Jose
Quintero directed, making his own unauthorized cuts to the script).31 The play was a hit, running
for 672 performances and sounding an early note for sexual revolution in the city. Threepenny
finally closed the following year, with both Theatre de Lys and Lortel now established fixtures OffBroadway. While mainstage fare at de Lys remained more commercial than the ANTA matinees,
programming did start to resemble the series more and more. Brecht on Brecht, the show that
replaced Threepenny, was performed as an ANTA matinee first. Rochelle Owens’ 1968 play Futz!
(directed by Tom O’Horgan, fresh off his Broadway premiere of Hair) generated controversy for
both its style and its story about a man married to a pig.32 In the 1970s, the de Lys became an
important platform for Black theatrical voices, with plays like J.E. Franklin’s Black Girl, directed
by Shauneille Perry (credited as being the first Black woman to direct Off-Broadway), as well as
hosting Negro Ensemble Company’s tenth season in 1976. The following year, Mamet’s A Life in
the Theatre had a successful run in the theatre, as did Sam Shepard’s Buried Child in 1978.33
Though Lortel approved which productions rented the theatre, she did not actively produce
much at the de Lys much during this time, outside the ANTA matinee series.34 But in the 1980s,
Lortel got a second theatrical wind as a widowed octogenarian with a substantial fortune at her sole
disposal. She established her own nonprofit foundation for theatre in 1980 and hired an ambitious
31
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new manager for the de Lys in 1981, Ben Sprecher (who came from the world of commercial
touring theatre).35 Together, the two oversaw the theatre as it developed into a home for a new
generation of Off-Broadway voices. In Sprecher’s first year they booked a British import, Caryl
Churchill’s Cloud 9, a comedy that skewered British colonial history through the lenses of race,
gender, and sexuality.36 With Broadway director/choreographer Tommy Tune at the helm, the
production introduced Churchill to many New York theatregoers and ran for 900 performances.
Wendy Wasserstein’s Isn’t It Romantic? and Robert Harling’s Steel Magnolias both had lengthy
runs as well. The West Village was already home to an important queer community when the de
Lys opened in 1952. In the 1980s, as the HIV/AIDS epidemic decimated the area’s queer
population, many productions at the de Lys confronted the disease directly and indirectly, including
William Finn’s musical Falsettoland in 1990 and Terrence McNally’s Lips Together, Teeth Apart
and Larry Kramer’s The Destiny of Me, which ran back-to-back in 1992 and 1993. Circle Rep
produced Paula Vogel’s And Baby Makes Seven in the theatre in 1993 as well. Many of these
shows (including Isn’t it Romantic?, Steel Magnolias, Falsettoland and Lips Together, Teeth
Apart) were originally produced elsewhere before transferring to the de Lys. Other shows, like The
Destiny of Me (which premiered at the de Lys), Lortel had an active hand in shepherding and
producing, with a philosophy that separated her from many Broadway producers. She was
committed to supporting the artistic vision of a show’s creators; she wasn’t interested in creative
control. While money certainly wasn’t irrelevant, her mission wasn’t profit-driven. Instead, Lortel
sought to create a space in which performing artists could craft work on their own terms.37
Lortel’s activity wasn’t just confined to producing during this time. She funded the New
York Public Library’s Theatre on Film and Tape archive (where artists and scholars can view
35
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recordings of past Broadway and Off-Broadway shows) and donated large sums to the theatre
departments of Brown University, Yale, and the CUNY Graduate Center.38 She was a mentor to
up-and-coming producer Daryl Roth, who would later go on to start her own Off-Broadway theatre
in a former bank on Union Square. The Lucille Lortel Awards were inaugurated in 1986, an effort
to specifically honor Off-Broadway productions (they’re still awarded today).39 Theatre de Lys was
renovated in the early 1980s as well, and Lortel’s name found its most enduring marquee real estate
yet in 1981, when the theatre was officially renamed The Lucille Lortel (unfortunately, Cloud 9
had to pay to reprint their programs).40 Lortel even maintained an active social calendar well into
her 90s. When her 98th birthday was reported on in 1998, she fumed, “This will kill my love life.”41
Lucille Lortel died on April 4, 1999, just a few months after that 98th birthday. Theatre had
been her life’s passion, its guiding purpose; so much so that her will stipulated she be buried not
with her husband in Queens, but in Westchester Hills Cemetery where her close friend Anna
Strasberg could visit Lortel’s grave along with the grave of her late husband, legendary director
and acting teacher Lee Strasberg.42 The Lucille Lortel Theatre was left to the Lucille Lortel
Foundation who were to run it as a nonprofit theatre, though the structure of the operation still had
a touch of the commercial. Rather than an artistic director, a board of directors would provide
leadership, renting the space to nonprofit theatre companies.43 Today, this makes for an eclectic
mix of production at the theatre. In the aughts, programing shifted between children’s theatre from
Theatreworks USA and Neil Labute premieres from MCC Theater. reasons to be pretty was
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sandwiched between Junie B. Jones and The Plant That Ate Dirty Socks in 2008. This
programming is even more interesting to consider when viewed through the lens of the
neighborhood’s ongoing gentrification. MCC Theater recently left the Lortel, having obtained their
own space after years of renting. Red Bull Theatre remains, staging modern takes on classic plays.
The theatre has also become an important center for Off-Broadway musical production. Coraline
and The Lightning Thief: The Percy Jackson Musical both premiered at the Lortel, which also
hosted the 2012 Off-Broadway revival of the musical Carrie (a contemporary example of OffBroadway trying to reclaim a Broadway flop).44
For nearly 70 years, the Lucille Lortel Theatre has been one of the keystone theatres of the
Village Off-Broadways theatre district; home to an early commercial hit, an innovative and
influential series of staged readings, and an annual set of Off-Broadway specific awards. Yet
Lortel’s influence as one of the architects of the field extends far beyond the former movie theatre
at 121 Christopher Street. She wove part of the network of donors and artists that continue to fuel
Off-Broadway production today and helped curate the postwar Western theatre canon from her
strategic position on Christopher Street in the internationally famous West Village. The tensions
between commerce and art that influenced much of her work as a producer continue to ripple
through Off-Broadway today, including in the 2016 labor dispute surrounding Equity’s OffBroadway Agreement, which was sparked in part by the experience of actor Nick Westrate who
went bankrupt even while consistently working in prestigious professional Off-Broadway shows.45
The Lucille Lortel is a great example of what might be called establishment Off-Broadway, where
the economic and cultural understandings of the field overlap, where both commerce and art inform
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the work. Where the star system still functions and attention is still guided (at least in part) by the
lights and big money of Broadway. But where professional performing artists also have the space
to take risks, to make work on their own terms. This combination is exactly how professional
theatre ended up inside an old movie theatre in the 1950s. It’s also why that same theatre still
functions today as a nonprofit that comfortably wears industry trappings like a walk-of-fame and
marquee, and sits comfortably within a neighborhood long recognized as a center for artistic
innovation and radicalism that has grown increasingly expensive and corporate.46 Art and
commerce live side-by-side at the Lortel and in Off-Broadway. This continues to confuse
understanding about the field, and also continues to drive conflict within it. Which is part of what
we’ll consider next episode as we turn to the revolution of Off-Off-Broadway as it was experienced
just outside the Theatre District. Stay tuned.
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CHAPTER 3: ENSEMBLE STUDIO THEATRE EPISODE SCRIPT
Hi there! This is Go Off, a podcast series about Off-Broadway. Broadway has one place in
the city, Off-Broadway has many. What can Off-Broadway’s many places within in the city tell us
about what Off-Broadway is? If you’re starting with this episode, I’d recommend giving a quick
listen to the beginning of episode one for an introduction to Broadway versus Off-Broadway and
what this project is. Then feel free to pop back over here. Thanks for listening.
Today, our journey Off-Broadway will stray only a few blocks from the bright lights of
Broadway (albeit very long blocks, thank you very much, Commissioners’ Plan of 1811). OffBroadway is not just in the Village. It is very much alive around Times Square. This is partly
because Off-Broadway is subject to some of the same financial forces as Broadway, as we explored
with the Lucille Lortel Theatre in episode one. Off-Broadway also exists in many different forms
within the commercial sphere of the Times Square Theatre District. On 42nd Street, Off-Broadway
theatres like Playwrights Horizons, Theatre Row, and The Duke on 42nd Street have been
constructed as part of government-sponsored development to make Times Square more tourist
friendly.1 At the opposite end of the district (near Circle In The Square’s Broadway theatre on 50th
Street), the Theater Center is a commercial operation where musical parodies of popular films and
television shows play next to Perfect Crime, the city’s longest running play production, with over
13,000 performances.2 The Shubert Organization, the largest operator of Broadway real estate,
even operates two Off-Broadway theatres (New World Stages and Stage 42).
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Yet in Midtown, Off-Broadway (and Off-Off-Broadway, as we’ll soon discover) primarily
hugs the western flank of the officially-recognized-in-capital-letters Broadway Theatre District,
part of the Hell’s Kitchen neighborhood. Which is where we’re headed today, walking uptown
from Times Square. At 52nd Street, hang a left and then just keep going and going and going past
Tenth Avenue. Here in far west Hell’s Kitchen, you’ll find an adjacent theatre district that OffBroadway can call its own. There’s Ars Nova, whose work includes prominent Off-Broadway and
Broadway musicals like Jason Kim, Helen Parks, and Max Vernon’s K-Pop and Dave Malloy’s
Natasha, Pierre, & the Great Comet of 1812.3 Also INTAR (a prominent producer of work by
queer and Latino performing artists), and MCC (who just moved to the district permanently in
2019, after having used the Lucille Lortel for years ).4 A.R.T.’s new venue on 53rd offers
affordable Off-Broadway space for smaller companies who don’t have their own theatres.5
Historically, the far west side of Hell’s Kitchen has not been a place to see theatre or make
it. While wealthy New Yorkers were still encamped around Washington Square Park in the 1800s,
Hell’s Kitchen developed as a place for factories along the Hudson River Railroad (which arrived
in 1851) and tenement apartments to house the mostly working-class immigrants who labored in
those factories.6 The neighborhood gained a reputation as tough, poor, filled with crime (words that
still stigmatize many working-class immigrant neighborhoods). That’s where the name Hell’s
Kitchen came from, and it’s stuck, despite numerous attempts to rebrand the area as Clinton
(named after Dewitt Clinton, an early governor of New York; nothing to do with the Clintons
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you’re probably thinking of). Working-class New Yorkers were an important part of the theatre
going public in the 1800s, but most working-class theatres were downtown, along strips like the
Bowery and the Yiddish Rialto. How did this highly active Off-Broadway district first take root?
Let’s continue down 52nd Street, to a 10-story building at the end of the block, 549 52nd Street.
There’s a theatre here as well: Ensemble Studio Theatre (also known as EST). EST was not the
first theatre in Hell’s Kitchen, but it was one of the first to settle this far west 50 years ago in 1971.
1971 was a tough time for the area. People described it as bombed out.7 Factories closed,
the population fell (though it was still home to many). Six blocks, from 50th to 56th between 10th
and 11th Avenues, were slated for urban renewal.8 Buildings condemned, people and businesses
told they’ll have to move. Something similar happened a few blocks uptown in the 1950s to build
Lincoln Center, Broadway’s only major outpost outside the official Theatre District. Here in the
Clinton Urban Renewal Area (as these blocks between 50th and 56th were called), the process
stalled two years in. The Nixon administration was shifting housing policy. Without money from
the federal government, the city wasn’t going to be able to do much “renewing.”9
Enter Curt Dempster. Dempster was an Off-Broadway actor and director. He even worked
with Robert Duvall, Jon Voight, and Dustin Hoffman in a production of Arthur Miller’s View From
The Bridge that ran at Sheridan Square Playhouse in the West Village for almost 2 years.10 He also
studied Off-Broadway history and noticed a recurring theme: real estate. Ever since the first
alternatives to Broadway developed in the 1910s, finding and keeping a stable home proved a
major concern. Even exceptional companies like the Group Theatre and Mercury Theatre in the
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1930s eventually withered without a permanent home, unable to take root. Dempster was a couple
years into starting his own theatre company by 1971 and he wanted to make sure it escaped the
same fate. Which is what brought him to this shabby block of 52nd on the far West Side. Stuck with
blocks of Hell’s Kitchen real estate, the city offered Dempster a lease on two-and-a-half floors of
an abandoned furniture factory for cheap: $150/month.11 Compare that to the $1,000 per week
Lucille Lortel’s theatre was charging in the West Village around the same time.12
Off-Broadway grew expensive quickly. In the 1950s, you could put on a play for around
$500. Ten years later, it might cost more the $40,000.13 Off-Broadway plays were touring and
being optioned for movie deals.14 With serious money on the line, producers and theatres grew
cautious about taking risks and showcasing new talent. Off-Broadway was starting to look and act
a lot like Broadway. When faced with this lack of opportunity, theatre makers in the 1960s did a
similar thing as the artists who pushed to create Off-Broadway in the late 1940s: they created their
own spaces where they could present their own work on their own terms. In 1971, as Dempster and
his company moved into the former furniture factory and got to work turning it into a theatre with
their own hands, they were part of this new wave of theatres known as Off-Off-Broadway.
Off-Off-Broadway took Off-Broadway’s noncommercial elements to a new level. By
definition, Off-Off-Broadway happens in very small spaces that seat less than 100 people, almost
like making theatre in a New York City apartment. Just like New York City apartments, that small
size is part of what make these spaces affordable. Small audiences don’t leave much money to be
made from ticket sales, but that’s part of the point. Off-Off-Broadway theatres are places to
experiment without the pressure of selling hundreds and hundreds of tickets. Location is also part
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of Off-Off-Broadway’s budget equation. Like Off-Broadway, Off-Off-Broadway’s roots run
through the Village, where in the 1950s, coffeehouses (which were cheaper to operate than bars
and suffered less interference from organized crime) emerged as vital performance spaces for
emerging theatre artists who performed alongside poets and jazz musicians on small makeshift
stages.15 The Village Voice originally tracked this new style of theatre in a section called “Café
Theatre” until 1960 when it became “Off-Off-Broadway,” an early recognition of the new term.16
1960 was also the year in which The Village Voice started reviewing performances at a new venue
called Caffe Cino, considered by many to be the first notable Off-Off-Broadway space, located just
a few blocks from the Lucille Lortel. Caffe Cino was legendary but short-lived, started by Joe Cino
in 1958 and closing within a year of his death in 1967.17 During those years, a group of upstart
performing artists (many of them gay and queer men) used the cafe to present new plays using a
stage made of milkcrates. Lanford Wilson is credited with finally nailing them together so they
wouldn’t wobble under his actors. 18 These actors weren’t paid for their work. Instead, they would
“pass the hat” at the end of every performance. Actors’ Equity Association (the labor union
representing stage actors and stage managers) was willing to look the other way for union members
performing in these unofficial spaces, as long as tickets were not being sold.
Beyond café theatres, Off-Off-Broadway also developed in other spaces that were somehow
subsidized, such as Judson Poets’ Theater and Theatre Genesis, which both developed in Village
churches as part of community outreach programs.19 Still other Off-Off-Broadway theatres found
real estate in marginal locations where lower rents offered a different solution for affordability. It
was the East Village, on the other side of Cooper Square from the more fashionable Greenwich and
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West Villages, that would become the heart of the Off-Off-Broadway movement. Director Julie
Bovasso’s American premieres of Ionesco and Genet in the ground floor of an apartment building
on St. Mark’s Place were some of the earliest examples of Off-Off-Broadway in the 1950s.20 Ellen
Stewart’s La Mama ETC is still an important home for Off-Off-Broadway a few blocks south on
East Fourth Street, an area that was also slated for urban renewal when the theatre moved there in
1969. Meanwhile, EST opened for its first season on West 52nd Street in the Clinton Urban
Renewal Area in 1972.21 Just as Off-Off-Broadway directors in other parts of city were figuring out
how to fit their productions into the small spaces of church basements and café stages, directors at
EST had to contend with a support column for the building that also ran right through their
performance space (a result of converting a factory into a theatre, which remains a feature of EST
to this day).
EST’s Midtown location was also a sign that its work would be different than many other
Off-Off-Broadway theatres. Dempster wanted his theatre to be greater than the sum of its parts, so
he structured it around an ensemble, a core company of actors, playwrights, directors, and stage
managers with lifetime membership. No annual dues or collective work hours to maintain. All you
had to do was audition, though admission could be strict, which makes sense given the lifelong
offer. Plenty of non-ensemble artists worked at the theatre too; it wasn’t a closed shop.
Membership meant guaranteed space and opportunity, a studio in which to make new work and try
new things without the pressure of commercial success. Artists even tried their hands at different
disciplines - directors writing, actors directing. You could work elsewhere all you wanted (this was
a company of freelance professionals, which is what theatre makers are in the capitalist landscape
of New York). EST was to remain a safe space in the industry, a home base built on relationships
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with fellow artists rather than employment agreements, a professional fraternal organization.
Dempster called it a family.
In 1978, EST produced their first of an annual set of one-act play festivals: Marathon ’78.
One-act plays are a good fit for Off-Off-Broadway, as they’re cheaper and easier to produce in
small spaces. In the 1960s, they allowed for quick turnover in coffeehouse spaces, who relied on
coffee sales to pay the rent.22 One-act plays had largely gone out of style by the 1970s, but
Dempster and EST helped revive interest in the form. Dempster considered the festival a form of
spring cleaning, a chance for ensemble playwrights to stage bits of plays they’d been working on
all season.23 The ensemble plus studio formula proved a powerful engine for creative production.
549 52nd St was now a theatre factory. The aptly named Marathon ’78 premiered 19 new plays in
less than 2 weeks.24 The festival became part of an annual calendar set to the rhythm of the theatre
industry, marking the season’s end every spring before the summer hiatus. Programming would
return in the fall with a monthlong festival called Octoberfest, showcasing up to 75 different works
in various stages of development.25 Ticket prices were low so working artists could attend, though
the fact that tickets were sold at all marked an important evolution for Off-Off-Broadway. Over the
course of the 1960s, in a nod to the professional value of small, noncommercial spaces, Actors’
Equity gradually agreed to let union members act Off-Off-Broadway for no money while also
letting the theatres professionalize (including charging small admissions) provided they agreed to
limits on the number of rehearsals and performances for actors (who still had to make a living
somehow).26 Even without wages, the work at EST still had tremendous professional and personal
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value for its artists. By mixing established and emerging talent, EST’s festivals became a place to
be discovered.
EST’s collective output was astounding. They developed over 5,000 new plays in their first
20 years.27 Countless artists passed through the space: Tennessee Williams, Christopher Durang,
Joyce Carol Oates, David Mamet, Romulus Linney, Miguel Piñero, Shel Silverstein, Wendy
Wasserstein, Jose Rivera, Lanford Wilson, Danny Devito, Ellen Barkin, John Turturro, Richard
Dreyfuss, Terri Garr, David Hyde Pierce, Christine Lahti, Sarah Jessica Parker, Kevin Bacon
alongside scores of professional artists who aren’t household names. Shows at EST attracted
critical attention, though not all of it was positive. In 1983 the New York Times described critical
consensus on EST as ranging from “good middle-brow to lacking in adventurousness.”28 The
physical confines of Off-Off-Broadway did produce common threads that connected much OffOff-Broadway theatre production. Artists consistently dissolved the boundary between real and
imagined space in these theatres, partly a result actors and audience very literally being stuck in the
same small room together. Lighting became more important than elaborate sets.29 But there were
also many points of divergence in Off-Off-Broadway production. Downtown companies like
Richard Foreman’s Ontological-Hysteric Theater and Richard Schechner’s The Performance Group
were doing away with traditional text and experimenting with form in the former industrial
buildings of SoHo. In Midtown, EST’s primary goal was not to push the boundaries of the artform.
It was to get professional artists together in the same room (quite literally) where they would have
the opportunity to make work on their own terms that matched their own personal artistic and
professional objectives. The theatre may have been noncommercial, but it was still an industry
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space, another reason this old factory on the fringes of the Theatre District made a good home.
Dempster remained artistic director and linchpin of EST, a central pillar in the midst of
constantly swirling activity. He was much beloved, an important mentor and teacher to basically
the entire ensemble. But he was also idiosyncratic, compulsive. He jogged 8-10 miles and read 3-4
plays a day.30 He was thoroughly collaborative, but also sometimes prickly. John Patrick Shanley
called him “a real curmudgeon.”31 Dempster wasn’t interested in wielding power, but he wasn’t
interested in sharing it either. He remained sole executive decision maker and the only one with a
full understanding of the organization. His personal quirks had an impact on the theatre. He became
fixated on real estate outside the city, trying to create a summer artistic retreat.32 A laudable goal,
but EST struggled to hold onto its home in the city.
Financial worry was constant. Dempster was many things, but business-minded was not one
of them. In the Winter of 1988, the IRS slammed the theatre with a bill for unpaid taxes, and
everything ground to a halt.33 As cold winds blew down the Hudson, the ensemble assembled a
volunteer effort to keep the theatre afloat. EST’s operating budget was small at the time, only
around $1 million dollars (not a lot of wiggle room).34 As a nonprofit, EST was at the mercy of
fickle philanthropic organizations and corporate giving. Urban renewal remained an overhanging
threat. At any minute, the city could evict them. Sure enough, the city did go through with
demolition on select buildings in the neighborhood, though the local community forestalled major
development. For area arts organizations, activism like this was a matter of survival. Rents were
rising in Hell’s Kitchen in the 1980s, and any shift from the low rent the city offered to market
30
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rates would be catastrophic.35 Here, Dempster’s skill as a local and industry political actor came in
handy. EST worked out special agreements with Equity as other Off-Off-Broadway theatres fought
with the union over wage requirements.36 In 1994, Dempster was part of a coalition that brokered
an agreement with city hall in which the neighborhood agreed to house smelly sanitation trucks, as
long as the city agreed to a number of local community demands in exchange, including finding a
permanent solution for arts tenants like EST.37 Finally, a light at the end of the dark tunnel of
Manhattan real estate.
In October 1997, Dempster wrote a piece for the New York Times to celebrate EST’s 25th
season opening, using Octoberfest to showcase the theatre’s frenetic, exuberant, chaotic energy.
In it, he considered the interwoven nature of EST and Hell’s Kitchen, which still included elements
of an older New York, like the Central Park horse stables down the block. Here’s a selection:
As I leave the building and move down the street, I notice a white horse tied outside the
carriage garage down the block. I walk closer. The horse has a ragged coat turning yellow
around the edges. He swings his long neck in my direction and stares at me, ears alert. I see
the large worn spot along his shoulder from the carriage harness. He is partly leaning
against the building and seems tired. “I know the feeling, pal.”38
Ten years later, Dempster appeared in the New York Times again on January 20th, 2007.
“Curt Dempster, founder and the artistic director of the Ensemble Studio Theater, a New York
institution that has served as an incubator for thousands of new American plays, was found dead
yesterday morning in his apartment in Greenwich Village. He was 71.”39 Dempster’s death was
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ruled a suicide by hanging. In the years leading up to his death, a producer embezzled $48,000
from EST, part of a bizarre case of fraud related to the Off-Broadway premiere of Hedwig and the
Angry Inch.40 There were layoffs, Dempster paid remaining staff from his own pocket.41 The
company teetered financially. As 2006 came to a close, Dempster, alone at the wheel, feared the
upcoming spring marathon would have to be cancelled.42 In the aftermath of his death, it seemed
all but certain it would be.
Then an amazing thing happened. The ensemble’s qualities as a fraternal organization
kicked in. Dempster left behind no family, and yet 600 people attended his memorial service.43
Over 3 dozen people spoke, the start of an intense period of grief, reflection, difficult
conversations, and growth for the EST community.
SEAN: So, you, so, 2008 was when you joined?
BOBBY: Uh, yeah, I think so. I mean, I would have to double check that, but I’m pretty
sure it was, like, 2008.44
This is Bobby Moreno, a current ensemble member (also a friend; we’ve done regional theatre
together). He found himself at EST a couple years after moving to the city, originally just for one
role in the one-act marathon.
BOBBY: So, then I just stayed. I just stayed and I came – all the stuff you’re talking about,
the readings, the workshops, I just came to every possible thing I could. And then,
later on that year, there- there was Asking For Trouble which is, like, where they
bring in all of the Youngblood playwrightsME: Right.
BOBBY: Directors and actors from the company and some that are not in the ensemble and
do, uh, like, forty- like, like, twenty-five to thirty-five plays. They draw names out
of a hat to get the casts and the director pairings, and they do a big party to, like,
draw the names out of a hat. And you team up, and then the writer writes a play for
you in, like, a week. And then you perform it. And it’s just, like, this massive energy
40
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of, like, that building just comes together. Everybody comes in at one time. And, uh,
and so, then they asked a bunch of us to become ensemble members. Like, I feel like
it was, like, thirty of us. It was, like, a push to get the company really, uh, younger
and more diverse.45
EST’s board acted quickly to appoint a new artistic director in 2007: William Carden, a
well-respected ensemble member and an experienced artistic director at HB Playwrights
Foundation.46 The way Carden saw it, while EST did serve as an artistic home, it was not an actual
family. It was an institution, and if it wanted to survive in twenty-first century Manhattan, it needed
to behave like one.47 It’s an evolution many long-running Off-Off-Broadway companies have
undergone, such as when La Mama ETC took on major funding from the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations to move into their current building on East Fourth Street, or when The Performance
Group morphed into The Wooster Group following the departure of founder Richard Schechner.48
Carden secured emergency funding for the spring marathon soon after taking the reins of EST in
2007.49 A two-year plan was implemented to stabilize the organization and its finances. There were
difficult but productive company meetings to bridge generational and disciplinary divides in the
ensemble. Youngblood’s an EST program that supports emerging playwrights under the age of
30.50 They’re famous for their Sunday brunch performances with pancakes, bacon, and Bloody
Marys at the theatre. Under Carden, Youngblood started working more closely with ensemble
veterans. The same thing happened with the EST/Sloan project, a partnership with the Alfred P.
Sloane foundation to support new plays about science and technology.51 New ensemble members
were brought in, and creative output shifted too.
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Play development remained central at EST; there were still plenty of readings, workshops,
and short play festivals. But now they also produced more full-length productions as part of the
development process. Professional theatre in New York operates within numerous marketplaces.
Donations, box office, and real estate, yes, but also ideas, discourse, attention. Full length
productions are a good strategy for attracting attention, which has benefits for both the theatre and
the artists who work there.
SEAN: Do you have, like, a favorite project, or, or, production you’ve worked on?
BOBBY: Yeah, I mean, it would have to be the two, like, big shows I did there were, like,
Hand to God and Year of the Rooster.52
Hand to God and Year of the Rooster are two examples. Bobby was involved in early versions of
Year of the Rooster and was cast in the full production the company eventually staged. He earned a
Drama Desk nomination for his performance as a cock-fighting rooster. Hand to God, a dark
comedy about a possessed hand puppet who terrorizes a church puppet group in Texas, is arguably
the biggest hit EST’s ever had. They extended the original run by months, which isn’t unusual for
popular shows Off-Broadway, but is not the norm at EST. It’s a choice often understood through a
financial lens, yet as Bobby (who was in the cast of Hand to God) describes it, there was a deeper
motivating factor.
BOBBY: It really, you know – it’s a, it’s a place that supports the artists. And, and I mean,
that’s the thing about – like, you do these, you know, Off-Broadway or Off-OffBroadway productions, and, and, it feels like just when you’re getting going it’s
time to go home. Time to pack it up. And, and there, like, if they feel that
momentum coming, they’ll just ride it.53
Run extensions at EST are about supporting artists, about letting them capture hearts, minds, and
industry attention while they can. There’s a financial logic as well. EST’s box office more than
doubled between 2007 to 2012, but it would be wrong to view this approach as solely a commercial
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pivot.54 Hand to God was picked up for an Off-Broadway run at MCC Theatre. It went from EST
to (wait for it) the Lucille Lortel Theatre, where it was a hit again before transferring to Broadway.
Three members of the original production, including director Moritz Von Stuelpnagel and actors
Steven Boyer and Geneva Carr, all ensemble members, continued with the show the full way from
EST to Broadway.55 All three received Tony nominations, as did the play itself. EST’s early
support of the play and its artists was fundamental to the show’s lasting success.
Bobby’s experience as an active member of the company points to the ways in which the
ensemble and the studio remain central to the work and culture of EST. He’s acted in numerous
festivals, workshops, and productions; tried his hand at writing; created a band with fellow
ensemble members. He’s actively involved in Actors’ Equity. He credits EST as a creative home
that’s made his life as a professional actor in New York City possible.
BOBBY: Yeah, yeah, it’s like you find that family and then you don’t have to go around
and hunt for the things that, like, keep your art alive. You’re just there doing it.56
The Clinton Urban Renewal Area expired in 2009. EST’s new landlord is the Clinton
Housing Development Corporation, a nonprofit community-based development company. It’s still
not easy for Off- and Off-Off-Broadway in the area. The Womens Interart Center (a women’s
theatre and arts collective who moved into 549 52nd St just before EST) was forced to shutter in
2016, even with the renewed building status. Yet EST continues to grow and thrive, raising capital
to move into a new space on the first floor of the building.57 Which is great, as the building’s
elevators have stopped working.58 EST is a an example of what you could call institutional Off-
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Off-Broadway, a safe space where the city’s professional performing artists can stretch creatively,
and where young up-and-coming artists have the chance to develop their talents among their peers.
While some institutional Off-Off-Broadway theatres have come under fire for exploiting those upand-coming artists, EST’s collective structure has endured.59 Membership remains lifelong. The
theatre remains an important community for many of its members, a professional organization
uniquely structured to the needs of professional theatre makers in the commercial landscape of
New York. A place where performing artists can take the sort of risks their continued creativity
demands but that commercial work will not allow. An underappreciated part of the entertainment
industry’s machinery, as live theatre in New York remains an important training ground for many
professionals, even in television and film.
And now EST finds itself at a crossroads again as it tentatively emerges from COVID-19
lockdowns that shuttered theatres around the country. This crossroads is more personal for EST,
though. In the summer of 2020 William Carden announced he would step down as artistic director
of EST. Not immediately, but a timeline was set for his departure. There are likely numerous
factors that influenced this very personal decision for Carden, who is still respected, loved, and
admired by company members like Bobby. Both Carden and the theatre have explicitly mentioned
the need for anti-racism as motivating his resignation.60 EST’s current ensemble may reflect the
diversity of New York’s theatre community, but its institutional power structure remains largely
white. They’ve brought in an arts, equity, and justice consultant to help guide the transition.
Theatre is not an island unto itself in New York, nor is it inherently a force for good. It’s a
lot like the city-at-large that way.61 Larger systems flow through both. Ensemble Studio Theatre
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found a home on the far west side of Hell’s Kitchen because of urban renewal, a process which
destroyed numerous communities in New York. Some of these were predominantly white
(including Hell’s Kitchen in the 1960s, according to city numbers), but many were Black and
Puerto Rican.62 James Baldwin famously called it “negro removal.” Nonprofit theatre certainly
didn’t create urban removal, but the continued lack of people of color in positions of power in
nonprofit theatre is part of the same racialized power structure that produced urban renewal. Next
episode, we turn to some of the Black artists who carved out their own theatre spaces in Harlem as
a way to opt out of that power structure. Stay tuned.
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CHAPTER 4: NATIONAL BLACK THEATRE EPISODE SCRIPT
Hi there! This is Go Off, a podcast series about Off-Broadway. Broadway has one place in
the city, Off-Broadway has many. What can Off-Broadway’s many places within in the city tell us
about what Off-Broadway is? If you’re starting with this episode, I’d recommend giving a quick
listen to the beginning of episode one for an introduction to Broadway versus Off-Broadway and
what this project is. Then feel free to pop back over here. Thanks for listening.
So far in this podcast series, we’ve looked at the Lucille Lortel Theatre in the West Village
and Ensemble Studio Theatre in Hell’s Kitchen; two theatres in two parts of town widely
recognized as home to theatre. While some people may refer to a certain form of “downtown” Offand Off-Off-Broadway theatre, and trade papers may speak of successful Off-Broadway
productions making the move “uptown” to Broadway, in the larger scheme of the city these two
major theatre districts are actually pretty close to one another. True Uptown is where we head in
this episode, taking Broadway 83 blocks up from 42nd Street. Past Columbus Circle, Lincoln
Center, and the Upper West Side, hang a right at 125th Street into the heart of Harlem. 125th is a
major artery for the neighborhood, an important place for commerce and gathering, with notable
landmarks like the Hotel Theresa, the Adam Clayton Powell Jr. State Office Building, the Studio
Museum of Harlem, and the legendary Apollo Theater.1
125th Street is a great place to go if you’re looking for theatre in Harlem, and Off-Broadway
exists up here the same as it does in Midtown and Lower Manhattan. The Apollo is Broadway
sized (it seats around 1,500) and though it has hosted musicals, it’s really a music and variety
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venue more than a theatre venue; a legendary theatre, but not an Off-Broadway theatre.2 But walk a
few blocks over from the Apollo to Fifth Avenue. There you’ll see an entrance to Marcus Garvey
Park on 124th Street, where in the summer you can catch Classical Theatre of Harlem’s Uptown
Shakespeare in the Park, performed for free in the outdoor Richard Rogers Amphitheatre (just like
The Public does in Central Park at the Delacorte).3 Today we’ll forego the park, however, and stay
right at the corner of 125th Street and 5th Avenue, where we’ll encounter one of the longest running
cultural institutions in Harlem, which has worked for fifty years to redefine what Off-Broadway
can be: the National Black Theatre.
Today Harlem is recognized around the city (and around the world) as a cultural capital for
Black Americans. That was not always the case, however. Up until about one hundred years ago,
Black New Yorkers lived in different parts of the city. The story of how Harlem became a
specifically Black neighborhood overlaps with Off-Broadway history in interesting ways. In the
late 1800s and early 1900s, the less fashionable part of the Village around Minetta Lane was
known as Little Africa because of its Black population.4 Eugene O’Neill and the Provincetown
Players started staging plays in this exact same area around the very same time. There was another
prominent Black community overlapping with Hell’s Kitchen at the turn of the century, from the
West Thirties up into the West Fifties.5 53rd Street west of Eighth Avenue (not far from where Ars
Nova and Ensemble Studio Theatre are today) was a particularly important area for Black
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performers, known as “Black Broadway.”6 These decades were also the start of the Great
Migration, when hundreds of thousands of Black Americans moved from the South to the North,
searching for work and an escape from Jim Crow. What they found in cities like New York,
unfortunately, was housing discrimination, overcrowding, and a different variety of discrimination
that was still plenty violent. In August 1900, white New Yorkers targeted Black New Yorkers up
and down the West Side in the city’s worst race riots since the Civil War.7 Black actors and
entertainers like Ernest Hogan and George Walker were specifically targeted.
What Harlem offered Black New Yorkers was housing. There was a glut of it at the time,
the neighborhood was basically one big real estate bubble that had just burst. In the late 1800s,
Harlem was too far out of the way to be practical for many New Yorkers and was largely a home to
white immigrant communities.8 With the construction of the subway at the start of the twentieth
century, real estate developers expected the area to become a more affluent (though still white)
middle class bedroom community and built a slew of newer, bigger, and nicer apartment buildings.
Too many buildings, in fact, and when the subway finally arrived in Harlem, many stayed vacant.9
A growing Black professional and creative class in the city discovered an opportunity to escape
their overcrowded neighborhoods in Lower Manhattan and Midtown for the nicer, more modern
neighborhoods of Uptown. In the midst of a housing bust, they finally had the leverage to convince
white real estate developers to sell and rent to them (albeit at inflated prices). The Black creative
class that moved to Harlem in the prewar years were central figures in the Harlem Renaissance that
began following World War I, and entertainers were an important part of this creative class.10 J.
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Rosamond Johnson, Bert Williams, and Lester Walton started a company to build the first Blackowned theatre in the neighborhood (though unfortunately there was not yet enough Black capital in
the neighborhood to fund the effort, and in 1912 the company ceased their efforts).11 Theatre has
been an important element in the culture of Harlem since its very inception as a Black
neighborhood.
This is in large part because the same societal racism that produced housing discrimination
and race riots was also very much at play in the world of theatre, especially legitimate theatre.
Legitimate theatre is plays and musicals, what a lot of people think of when they think “theatre.”
It’s also the defining genre of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway. For much of the nineteenth century into
the twentieth century, legitimate theatre was widely considered to be a white art form, and even a
specifically Anglo artform. Actors of color and visibly ethnic performers were not granted much
space in the field, and the space they were granted was often provisional.12 This is part of why
Lucille Lortel (who we discussed in episode one and was the child of Eastern European Jewish
immigrants) was often cast in overly sexualized roles. This discrimination extended throughout the
very power structure of the industry. Black actors had originally been barred from joining Actors’
Equity Association (the labor union for theatre actors and stage managers).13 There’s an anecdote
Bert Williams told about the Actors’ Equity strike of 1919. Williams was a Black Bahamian
American, an important member of the prewar Harlem artistic community, and one of the most
famous actors, singers, and comedians of the era. In 1919, he was performing as part of the
Ziegfeld Follies on Broadway. The first night of the strike, he showed up to work only to find an
empty theatre, because no one in the cast had bothered to tell him about the strike (even as a
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headlining act).14 Whether or not this literally happened as Williams describes in the anecdote, the
story perfectly symbolizes the position Black actors held in New York’s legitimate theatre one
hundred years ago and illustrates why they specifically sought to create an entertainment
community of their own. In 1926, as the Harlem Renaissance was in full swing, W. E. B. DuBois
called for the development of Black theatre by Black artists, for Black audiences, and specifically
in Black neighborhoods.15 In New York City in the 1920s, that meant Harlem. Over the course of
the twentieth century, Harlem would prove a magnet for Black talent in the city and a home to the
sort of Black theatre DuBois envisioned. Thanks in large part to a woman named Barbara Ann
Teer, an actor and director who rented a space at 9 East 125 Street in 1969 as a home for her
National Black Theatre company, which functioned as an entirely different sort of Off-Broadway
theatre in New York City.16
The situation for Black theatre professionals had improved by the late 1960s (at least,
compared to the rampant endemic racism of the 1910s). Numerous Black writers, composers, and
performers broke important color barriers on Broadway between the 1920s and 1950s (including
Eubie Blake, Noble Sissle, Garland Anderson, Langston Hughes, Paul Robeson, Lorraine
Hansberry, Lloyd Richards, Abram Hill, Frederick O’Neal, and the American Negro Theatre
Company). During the Great Depression, The Federal Theatre Project’s New York Negro unit
offered professional training and opportunities for Black artists and forced Actors’ Equity to drop
its racist membership rules.17 As Black actors joined the union, they pushed it to become a force for
desegregation in the industry during the 1940s and 1950s.18 Off-Broadway, which came into its
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own during this same time, was a vital platform for Black theatre artists, a primary place to fight
the idea of legitimate theatre as a white artform. Black artists worked prominently in many parts of
Off-Broadway, including in the Village. Alice Childress’s Trouble in Mind, which premiered in
1955 at the Greenwich Mews Theater, illustrated what it was like to work as a Black professional
in the theatre industry, which Childress based in part on her own experiences as an actor.19 In 1961,
a production of Jean Genet’s The Blacks became a hit at St. Mark’s Playhouse, eventually running
for 1,408 performances. The original cast included James Earl Jones, Cicely Tyson, Roscoe Lee
Browne, Louis Gossett Jr., and Maya Angelou.20 Over in the East Village, La Mama ETC
(arguably the most important theatre in the history of Off-Off-Broadway) was founded by a Black
woman: designer, director, and producer Ellen Stewart.
Still, racial inequality persisted Off-Broadway, the same as it did throughout American
society. Black actors continued to have far fewer opportunities to work than their white
counterparts. As writers and theatres responded to calls to stop stereotypical depictions of Black
people, many responded by simply not featuring any Black characters at all.21 Off-Broadway’s
power remained largely in the hands of white directors and producers, and white people collected
most of its profits. Black artists responded to this inequality in different ways. In 1964, Amiri
Baraka (who was then known as LeRoi Jones) won an Obie Award for his play Dutchman,
produced as part of a bill of one-act plays at Cherry Lane Theater. The New York Times called it
“an explosion of hatred rather than a play,” and the production shocked audiences with its bold
depiction of violent racism set on a New York City subway.22 Baraka followed up the critical
19
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success of Dutchman not by having his work done in the Village or in Times Square, but by
starting his own company Uptown, the Harlem Black Arts Repertory Theatre and School.23 The
theatre was made up entirely of Black actors who used whiteface to play white characters
(reversing the history of white actors performing Black characters in blackface). Baraka also
marked the move with his name change.
Harlem was an important community for many Black artists who sought to make Black art
for Black audiences and specifically for the benefit of Black communities, including Barbara Ann
Teer. Teer was born and raised in East St. Louis, Illinois, where a passion for dance was nurtured at
her aunt’s private dance school.24 She went on to study dance in college, and after graduation
continued studying under choreographer Mary Wigman in Germany.25 Dance is what originally
brought Teer to New York City, where she studied with Alwin Nikolais, joined the Alvin Ailey
Dance Company, and performed on Broadway. Eventually, a knee injury forced a career pivot, and
Teer turned to acting. She taught dance at a junior high school in Harlem to support herself while
she took classes with Sanford Meisner and Lloyd Richards.26 Teer was successful in her new
career, finding work on both stage and film. Yet she remained frustrated with the racism she
encountered throughout the industry. In 1968, she wrote in Negro Digest, “I will not be allowed to
grow from an ingenue into a leading lady, into a character actress. Heavens no! That’s for white
folks only. I will rather grow from a hard, cold prostitute into a hard, cold matriarch (only two
dimensions). It’s really amazing to what lengths playwrights and directors go to in order to make
their black characters fit the stereotype.”27 She quit an Off-Broadway production after being
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directed to roll her eyes like a racist, stereotypical character from Gone with the Wind.28 When she
started growing her hair in a more natural style, adopting an afro, she lost the support of her
manager. Teer decided to pivot once again and started working as a director, as well as an acting
coach for Robert Hooks’ Group Theatre Workshop, where she helped create We Real Cool (a
staged version of the Gwendolyn Brooks poem).29 The Group Theatre Workshop would eventually
become the Negro Ensemble Company, led by Douglas Turner Ward and based in Greenwich
Village. Teer, on the other hand, was no longer interested in making work for mostly white
audiences in the Village. Instead, she sought to create a “black art standard” in Harlem and founded
the National Black Theatre in 1969.30
The first couple years of the National Black Theatre’s existence were devoted almost
entirely to classes, workshops, symposiums, and seminars, exploring what an authentically Black
form of theatre would look like. Teer and a group of eighteen students started meeting at the East
Wind on 23 East 125th Street, the same loft space used by the Last Poets (not unlike the theatre
makers and poets who shared coffeehouse spaces in the East Village). East Wind proved too small
a space as these classes and workshops grew in size and popularity, so at the end of 1969, using
money she made directing Off-Broadway at the American Place Theatre, Teer secured a larger
space in a former jewelry factory just down the block, right near the corner of 125th Street and Fifth
Avenue.31 The work developed at the National Black Theatre was different, rooted specifically in
Black culture and experience. Teer created a new method of actor training, designed specifically
for Black performing artists. There were classes in typical actor things, like movement and
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improvisation, but also classes in spirituality, meditation, and astrology. Teer thought it was
essential for Black actors to build self-worth and self-love to counteract the negative effects of
racism in their psyches and unlock their full potential as performers.32 This also meant instilling
pride in their African heritage, with spirituality a central component. Students turned to the bars
and churches of Harlem for character studies, rather than European plays.33 Work at the National
Black Theatre was heavily influenced by the traditions of Black Pentecostal “holy roller”
churches.34 Music was a central component. The company claimed to be modeled after a traditional
Black family, with Teer as the central matriarch, a “warrior mother” leading the group in an
industry dominated by white men.35 Together they created a new set of standards for their work,
with consciousness-raising, political action, education, and community enlightenment just as
important as entertainment.36 This was “god-conscious” art, Teer said, instead of European “selfconscious” art rooted in materialism.
The National Black Theatre was also part of the Black Arts Movement, which sought to use
the arts as an avenue toward empowerment and self-determination in Black communities.37 The
Black Arts Movement formed part of the larger Black Power Movement, which has a long history
in Harlem. Marcus Garvey advocated for Black nationalism in the neighborhood in the 1920s. In
the 1960s Malcolm X preached from a mosque at 116th St (one block over and nine blocks down
from 125th Street and 5th Avenue). The National Black Theatre’s early theories on acting were
steeped in the language of the Black Power Movement. The Five Cycles of Evolution were a scale
of character types developed by Teer, not entirely unlike different character types featured in the
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commedia dell’arte tradition or the plays of Shakespeare. They featured figures like “The
Militant,” “The Nationalist,” and “The Revolutionary,” all along different points of a spiritual
narrative arc.38 Teer understood the importance of material conditions too, advocating for the
economic independence of her theatre as well as her students. The National Black Theatre offered
courses in entrepreneurship and business, encouraging students to learn the business of production
and develop skills they could use in other settings if they couldn’t support themselves with acting.39
This was partly the work of Fredrica Teer, Barbara Ann’s sister who helped shape the theatre as its
executive director.40 Fredrica had studied social work, worked as a community organizer in the
Civil Rights movement, and served on the Advisory Committee to the Black Panther Party. Her
sister credited her as an important “institution builder” for the theatre when Fredrica died in 1979.41
Together, the Teer sisters sought to create a theatre that was also an important community space
and resource center. The Black Power Movement rose in part because of dire conditions in
neighborhoods like Harlem, where decades of housing and employment discrimination left the
Black-majority community overcrowded and poorer than much of the surrounding city. By the
1960s, half the neighborhood’s housing was substandard, and half of its families were living on
less than $4,000 a year ($31,000 in today’s money).42 The National Black Theatre was designed to
be a place where people could be educated and activated for the good of the community. Teer
called her actors “liberators.”43 Every Sunday the theatre hosted symposiums (called “The
Blackening Program”) where anyone could come and hear important artists, scholars, and activists
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speak, like Sonia Sanchez, Stokely Carmichael, Maya Angelou, and Ruby Dee.44 This sense of
community mission was also why the National Black Theatre was not a union theatre. Teer was
afraid union salaries would force her to raise ticket prices, which would be a barrier to many
Harlem residents.45 Teer also wanted to show Harlem its own beauty and strength as a Black
community, part of its larger mission of Black empowerment. The theatre promoted PanAfricanism and sought to integrate itself with specifically African artistic traditions, housing a
large collection of Yoruba art and traveling to Nigeria to participate in Yoruba religious festivals.46
And the theatre the National Black Theatre made? Their early shows were originally called
rituals or revivals, rather than plays.47 There was no fourth wall, audience members and actorliberators shared the same space and interacted, similar to other shows done Off-Off-Broadway
further downtown around the same time, but with a different purpose. With Teer as director and
Charlie Russell as an important writer-in-residence at the theatre, National Black Theatre rituals
used structured improvisation to encourage audience participation.48 Holding hands, clapping,
stomping feet, hugging, singing, sharing their emotions, chanting affirmations. These shows
included drums, fire dances, characters from Yoruba mythology, and stories about local Harlem
residents growing spiritually and reconnecting with their African heritage. A Ritual to Regain Our
Strength and Reclaim Our Power, first performed in 1970, focused on the education of a young
Black girl, while 1972’s Revival: Change! Love Together! Organize! featured a character named
Toussaint, leader of the Temple of Liberation, spreading positivity and healing his community,
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including both audience members and a fictional character and drug addict named Porky.49
Soljourney into Truth in 1974 was set abord the Sun Ship on a journey to self-love, paying homage
to the Black Star Line (the steamship company Marcus Garvey started in Harlem in 1919 as part of
the Back-to-Africa movement).50 Teer herself performed in these rituals, delivering inspirational
sermons as Yoruba goddesses. These shows sought to restore and invigorate audience members,
not unlike revivals in Pentecostalist congregations. Harlem contains many storefront churches, like
the one James Baldwin depicted in his somewhat-autobiographical novel Go Tell It on the
Mountain. Through much of its history, the National Black Theatre on 125th Street has functioned
as a storefront theatre, in much the same tradition.
These early shows at the National Black Theatre attracted attention from all over the
country. A Ritual to Regain Our Strength was broadcast on public television in 1970.51 The New
York Times and The Drama Review ran stories about the company.52 This burst of interest in
predominantly white publications did not last long, however. The theatre was hardly mentioned at
all in the New York Times between 1972 and the late 1980s. Teer faced criticism from some corners
of the Black community in New York, for her disapproval of commercial theatre and for her
gender.53 There were many in the Black Power Movement who thought a woman’s place was to
raise children and follow the leadership of men. But Teer persisted, and the National Black Theatre
continued to make work. As mainstream white attention shifted away, the theatre’s programming
shifted as well. It became more traditional, building on the foundation of the early rituals without
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sacrificing the theatre’s core mission of serving Black artists and the Black community. In 1979,
ten years after the theatre opened, a reviewer for the New York Amsterdam News (a prominent
Black-owned newspaper) wrote that at the National Black Theatre, “experimentation has paid off
and the years when pretty girls seemed to seize every opportunity to chant ‘Afrika!’ ‘Afrika!’ to the
point of delirium have given way to a harvest of very masterful, naturalistic (even impressionistic!)
theatre.”54 This included a double bill of one-act plays by Lonnie Elder and Alice Childress in
1978, followed by Softly Comes the Whirlwind in 1980, a new musical developed by Teer based on
the life of actress Zuri McKie and choreographed by George Faison (five years after he won a Tony
for choreographing The Wiz on Broadway).55 In the 1980s and 90s the National Black Theatre had
a number of local hits in Harlem. Don Evans’ One Monkey Don’t Stop No Show in 1984 and Veona
Thomas’ Nzinga’s Children both received multiple extensions.56 Longstanding company member
Shirley Faison directed One Monkey and produced Nzinga’s Children on her way to becoming a
talent agent (and while raising her son, actor Donald Faison), a shining example of the sort of
business experience the National Black Theatre sought to impart.57 Gordon Nelson’s Legacy and
Ronald Wyche’s Do Wop Love explored the history of Black music in the United States and were
successful enough to receive extensions, revivals, and, in Legacy’s case, a television broadcast.58
The National Black Theatre produced and hosted numerous shows that engaged with the history of
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Black performance as it continued its mission into the new millennium, including shows about
Jackie “Moms” Mabley, Oscar Brown Jr., Dorothy Dandridge, and Hattie McDaniel.59
During these same decades, one of Barbara Ann Teer’s chief objectives as artistic director
of the National Black Theatre was to purchase the building in which the theatre was housed, to
ensure its future and also to set an example of economic self-sufficiency. In 1982 a Nigerian king
even donated to the effort.60 Disaster struck the following year in 1983, right as the theatre was
close to achieving its goal, when a fire caused by a faulty boiler destroyed the theatre along with
over $138,000 worth of equipment and much of the surrounding building.61 Even in the face of
adversity, Teer remained resolute, using the tragedy as an opportunity to rally community support
behind the theatre. The theatre moved into an adjacent space spared by the fire and, in less than a
year, finally secured a deal to purchase the full building.62 Even better news came in 1986 when the
theatre secured government funding to not only rehabilitate the building, but also to build a brand
new 288 seat theatre within it.63 Teer’s “storefront” theatre was now an official Off-Broadway
space, as well as a landlord, leasing the other storefront spaces of the building to other businesses.
The new and improved building at the corner of 125th Street and Fifth Avenue, renamed the
National Black Theatre’s Institute of Action Arts, opened in 1990, designed by Black architect
Gerry Paul and featuring African artwork inside and on the exterior.64 Owning the building offered
tremendous benefits for the National Black Theatre, who could now use commercial rents from the
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building to help pay for their productions.65 Unfortunately, as would become clear over the coming
decades, being a commercial landlord also put the theatre in close contact with unseemly elements
in the city. In 1999 the National Black Theatre’s mortgage was sold to Chase Bank, and with
construction loans coming due in 2002 (and expected government funding nowhere to be found),
the theatre was at risk of foreclosure.66 A deal was reached with Nubian Heritage, a Black-owned
beauty and cosmetics business, in which the two entities would jointly own and manage the
building. The partnership quickly soured. $1.8 million in property taxes went unpaid. The theatre
blamed Nubian Heritage.67 By 2011, the theatre faced foreclosure yet again, this time without Teer
at the helm.
Barbara Ann Teer died at her home in Harlem on July 24, 2008, at the age of 71.68 Her
memorial service included a mile-and-a-half long parade through Harlem, with forty African
drummers, a horse-drawn carriage carrying her coffin, and even an elephant.69 The Apollo
Theater’s marquee flashed her name. In the wake of Teer’s death (and with the Nubian Heritage
partnership unravelling), her daughter, Sade Lythcott, took over the theatre for what was only
supposed to be a six-month stint.70 She remains the National Black Theatre’s Chief Executive
Officer to this day and has helped steer the theatre in a new direction once again. In 2012 the
theatre reached an agreement with Baltoro Capital Management to take over their building,
provided the National Black Theatre could continue operating there rent-free (even if the building
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was sold in the future).71 With a renewed sense of financial stability, the theatre returned to a focus
on production (which had been handicapped by the successive threats of foreclosure). In 2013 the
National Black Theatre co-produced the premiere of Dominique Morriseau’s Detroit ’67 in a
downtown-uptown collaboration with the Public Theater and the Classical Theatre of Harlem.72
The following year they staged a revival of Baraka’s Dutchman in yet another co-production with
Classical Theatre of Harlem.73 James Ijames’ Kill Move Paradise (which dealt with the issue of
violence against Black Americans, much like Baraka’s Dutchman) premiered at the theatre in
2017.74 Along with productions, the theatre maintains its mission of education and training through
a series of residencies for emerging Black playwrights, directors, and producers.75 Today the
National Black Theatre is a union theatre, staging productions under labor contracts through
Actors’ Equity, and is also a member of organizations like the Alliance of Resident Theatres and
the Theatre Communications Group.76 It now carries many of the same credentials as historically
white Off-Broadway theatres located further downtown, including an Obie Award given in 2020.77
The theatre will also have a brand new space as part of a 21-story real estate development project
that will soon begin at the corner of 125th Street and Fifth Avenue, joining a growing band of
“condominium” theatres that include Vineyard Theatre in Union Square and Signature Theatre and
MCC Theater in Hell’s Kitchen.78 Yet even as it behaves more like a typical professional theatre in
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New York, the National Black Theatre remains in touch with the radical roots that Barbara Ann
Teer helped set beneath the pavement of 125th Street, an example of thoroughly and
unapologetically Black Off-Broadway (which still remains a radical concept in the twenty-first
century). As Lythcott said when the National Black Theatre received their Obie Award, the theatre
“strive[s] with every production to demonstrate the richness of Black lives and that they matter.”79
Next episode, we’ll move beyond the boundaries of the uptown-downtown geography of
theatre in Manhattan as we cross the East River and take a look at Off-Broadway theatre as it exists
in the outer boroughs. Stay tuned.
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CHAPTER 5: BRICK THEATER EPISODE SCRIPT
Hi there! This is Go Off, a podcast series about Off-Broadway. Broadway has one place in
the city, Off-Broadway has many. What can Off-Broadway’s many places within in the city tell us
about what Off-Broadway is? If you’re starting with this episode, I’d recommend giving a quick
listen to the beginning of episode one for an introduction to Broadway versus Off-Broadway and
what this project is. Then feel free to pop back over here. Thanks for listening.
New York City has been the most prominent platform for theatrical production in the nation
since the 1800s.1 Theatre requires audiences, so the artform retains a close association with cities.
New York has long been the country’s most populous city, which means a lot of audience members
to draw upon. It’s probably safe to say that when most people picture theatre in New York City,
regardless of what type of theatre it is, they picture it happening in Manhattan, which has long
played host to the city’s biggest and brightest commercial entertainment districts. This has a lot to
do with transportation. In order to maintain audiences, theatres not only need to be close to
population centers; they also need to be convenient to get to. For most of the 1800s, Manhattan and
Brooklyn were separate cities. While Manhattan’s population was larger, both cities hosted major
theatres. The consolidation of Greater New York in 1898 and the opening of the subway system in
1904 opened the door for the outer boroughs to overtake Manhattan in terms of population (which
they soon did), but they also cemented Manhattan as the center of the new metropolis. Manhattan
dominated the city’s live entertainment scene even as people moved away. Longacre Square,
towards Manhattan’s west side at Seventh Avenue and Broadway, was renamed Times Square the
same year the subway opened in 1904, a recognition of the location’s new prominence in the
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geography of that system. Numerous different lines feed directly into Times Square, which is also
easily accessible from the city’s two most important railway stations, Penn Station and Grand
Central Terminal. It remains a premiere commercial theatre district to this day because of this
position at the center of multilayered transportation systems that funnel audiences into the area
from around the city, the country, and the world.2 This is why Broadway theatre shares its name
with the street that serves as the spinal column of the city.
It’s not just audiences who focus on Manhattan. The industry does too. Off- and Off-OffBroadway theatres don’t need to attract the same audience numbers as larger Broadway theatres,
but it’s still helpful to be centrally located to attract even a small audience. Most of these smaller
theatres remain clustered in the same areas of Manhattan. In fact, Actors’ Equity Association, the
labor union for professional stage actors and managers, defines Off-Broadway as theatres that seat
499 people or less specifically in Manhattan (though the union also allows New York theatres
outside Manhattan join the agreement). It’s as if professional theatre in the outer boroughs wasn’t a
thing.3 When it is, in fact. There’s the Queens Theatre, which hosts both classical theatre and new
work on two stages in Flushing Meadows Corona Park.4 They’ve even had a Broadway transfer
with Douglas Lyon’s Chicken and Biscuits, which premiered at Queens Theatre in 2020 and later
became one of the first shows to open on Broadway following the COVID-19 pandemic closure in
2021.5 The Chocolate Factory is a home for experimental performance in Long Island City.6 The
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Astoria Performing Arts Center in Astoria and The Point Community Development Corporation in
Hunts Point provide a home for both community and professional productions in their respective
corners of Queens and the Bronx.7 Pregones makes theatre to serve Puerto Rican and Latino
audiences in the South Bronx (and also partners with the Puerto Rican Travelling Theater in the
Times Square Theatre District).8 Thalia Spanish Theatre produces bilingual theatre in Sunnyside.9
Yet the largest concentration of theatre in New York City outside Manhattan lies in the city’s most
populous borough: Brooklyn. Which is where we’ll head for today’s episode, travelling by subway
beneath Broadway on the Q train from Times Square to Union Square (historically, another
important location for theatre in the city) where we’ll transfer to the Brooklyn-bound L train. Get
off four stations later at Lorimer Street and make your way up to street level, where right near the
corner of Metropolitan Avenue and Lorimer you’ll find the Brick Theater in a small, narrow,
nondescript building.
Much of Brooklyn’s theatre scene today is built on the long history of theatrical production
in the borough. Queens, the Bronx, and Staten Island were all a mix of small towns and countryside
for much of the 1800s. Brooklyn was a city in its own right, the fourth largest in the country when
the five boroughs consolidated into the same city in 1898. It had its own city government and
public institutions, including the sorts of cultural attractions that pop up in major cities. Brooklyn
had its own commercial entertainment districts, not as large as Manhattan’s Great White Way, but
home to numerous Broadway sized theatres along both Fulton Street in Downtown Brooklyn and
Fort Greene and Brooklyn’s own Broadway Avenue in Williamsburg and Bushwick.10 The
Brooklyn Academy of Music was originally founded as a large concert hall and theatre for the
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growing city in 1861.11 Today BAM (as it’s often called) has the Broadway sized Harvey Theatre,
the Howard Gilman Opera House (larger than every Broadway theatre), and the Off-Broadway
Fishman Space. BAM is also the anchor for the officially recognized Brooklyn Cultural District in
Downtown Brooklyn and Fort Greene.12 Numerous other Off-Broadway theatres can be found in
the district, including Theatre for a New Audience and the Irondale Center in Fort Greene and Saint
Ann’s Warehouse in DUMBO.13 Off-Broadway has settled comfortably in Brooklyn.
The Brick Theater on Metropolitan Avenue, however, is more a symbol of contemporary
Brooklyn than of Brooklyn’s past. It’s located in Williamsburg, one of a string of neighborhoods
that developed along Brooklyn’s waterfront in the 1800s. Across the water, Manhattan may have
been the national center for finance and trade, but Brooklyn had better space for warehouses to
store goods and factories to turn them into more valuable products.14 These waterfront
neighborhoods along New York Harbor and the East River became important centers for industry,
with factories for roasting coffee, making sugar, brewing beer, and manufacturing a host of
chemicals and goods. Nearby residential neighborhoods housed workers, many of them
immigrants. These areas hit upon hard times after World War II. Factories moved out and closed,
the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway cut through neighborhoods, and many residents left for the
suburbs.15 The largely Black and Puerto Rican population that moved into neighborhoods like
Williamsburg and Bushwick had to contend with fewer jobs, cuts to city services, and urban
renewal; a similar situation as neighborhoods in Manhattan like SoHo and Hell’s Kitchen, which
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we explored in episode two. Just like those neighborhoods, Off-Off-Broadway theatres eventually
started popping up in the abandoned warehouses and workspaces of what used to be industrial
Brooklyn. It just took a bit longer to happen in Brooklyn. As real estate grew increasingly
expensive throughout Manhattan, artists started seeking cheaper rent across the East River in
Brooklyn.16
A wave of Off-Off-Broadway theatres (seating 99 people or fewer) opened in Williamsburg
and Bushwick in the early aughts. Both neighborhoods featured a wealth of vacant, inexpensive
industrial real estate a convenient subway ride away from Lower Manhattan on the L subway line.
In 2000 the experimental theatre groups Radiohole and Collapsable [sic] Giraffe joined forces and
opened the Collapsable Hole theatre in a former garage at Metropolitan Avenue and Berry Street in
Williamsburg.17 The following year, theatre maker Sue Kessler rented a former warehouse space
on Starr Street in Bushwick to rehearse a production of Brecht’s The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui.18
In 2007, she and Noel Allain opened the Bushwick Starr theatre in that same space. Like Kessler
and the founders of Collapsable Hole, actor-writer-director Robert Honeywell and writer-director
Michael Gardner were working in “downtown” Off-Off-Broadway spaces like OntologicalHysteric and the Performance Garage when they decided to open their own space in Williamsburg
where they could produce their own work inexpensively.19 That space was the Brick Theater,
which opened in 2002 in a former auto body shop on Metropolitan Avenue near Lorimer Street, an
example of “garage theatre” in Brooklyn.20 Not only because it happened in a former garage, but
also because it represented a shift in the landscape of Brooklyn. In the early aughts, Off-Off-
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Broadway theatre operated in a cultural mix alongside garage rock, reshaping the popular image of
Brooklyn as a center for new style and creative innovation in the twenty-first century.21 A yoga
studio had originally been operating in the space on Metropolitan Avenue before the Brick took
over. Off-Off-Broadway theatre was (and is) part of Brooklyn hipster culture.
The Brick established itself as an important theatre in Williamsburg through programing
that was experimental but accessible. Festivals quickly became a signature, starting with an annual
summer festival with a theme that changed every year.22 First there was the Hell Festival in July
and August of 2004, followed by the Moral Values Festival in 2005, the $ellout Festival in 2006,
and the Pretentious Festival in 2007 (all very tongue in cheek).23 The Sound Scape Festival in 2013
centered sound design as a performance element. The Film Festival: A Theatre Festival in 2008
considered theatre and film in a combined context. The Comic Book Theatre Festivals of 2011 and
2014 did the same with theatre and comic books. Game Play was a separate annual festival that
brought video games into theatre.24 The Brick hosted numerous sets of annual festivals, like the
New York Clown Theatre Festival and the Tiny Theatre Festival, which required all performances
occur within a six-foot by six-foot by six-foot space and last no more than six minutes.25 The Trans
Theatre Festival started in 2016, as did The Shakespeare in the Theatre Festival. “You've seen
Shakespeare in the Park. You've seen Site Specific Shakespeare. You've seen Shakespeare on film.
You've seen Shakespeare online. Now witness Shakespeare in the most unconventional location of
all: THE THEATER.”26
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In between the festivals, resident artist and box office split programs gave performing
artists cheap access to the venue to mount their own shows.27In this way, the Brick carries on the
tradition of earlier Off-Off-Broadway theatres like Caffe Cino, bringing it from Manhattan into
Brooklyn and the twenty-first century. Typical of many experimental Off-Off-Broadway theatres,
the Brick Theater is not a union theatre (it does not have a contract with Actors’ Equity). Many
productions there operate under the Showcase Code, which allows union actors to work for little or
no pay, provided the production limits the number of rehearsal hours and performances (which can
only be for audiences of 99 people or fewer).28 Ticket sales are not immense at The Brick, but half
of them still go to the artists and productions who use the space.29 Altogether, an enticing package
for theatre artists; the opportunity to inexpensively produce new work without the pressure of
commercial success, in a theatre right off the subway in a trendsetting neighborhood.
Countless artists and performance groups have worked at the Brick since it opened in 2002,
a flow of talent that goes both ways across the East River. The Mad Ones (a devised theatre
company) performed their first show, Samuel and Alasdair: A Personal History of the Robot War,
at the Brick in 2009 as part of the Antidepressant Festival.30 They’ve since gone on to make work
in major Manhattan Off-Broadway theatres like Ars Nova and Playwrights Horizons. Meanwhile,
Youngblood playwrights (based at Ensemble Studio Theatre in Hell’s Kitchen, as explored in
episode two) have a history of schlepping on the L train to produce work at the Brick in Brooklyn,
in addition to their work in Manhattan.31
Of course, the edgy cultural cachet of the “new Brooklyn” raises a difficult subject:
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gentrification. Gentrification is generally understood as when a wealthier, more privileged
population moves into a less affluent neighborhood and raises the cost of living, pushing out the
original poorer, less privileged population. But it’s complicated. Different people use the term in
different ways, some focusing on economic factors (like rising rents), others on public policy (like
zoning), and still others on cultural symbols (like yoga studios and experimental theatre). A proper
exploration of gentrification could fill up an entirely separate podcast series. As far as this episode
on the Brick Theater is concerned, there are two important things regarding gentrification to
understand. First, the community of Williamsburg has changed in many ways since becoming
trendy in the early aughts. Between 2000 and 2019, the percentage of white residents in
Williamsburg and the adjacent neighborhood of Greenpoint rose nearly ten points (from 52% to
61%) while the percentage of Hispanic residents dropped nearly ten points (from 34% to 25%).
Median household income more than doubled, from around $43,000 in 2000 to almost $100,000 in
2019. Median monthly rent jumped from $930 to $2,060, from the 44th to the 6th most expensive
neighborhood in the city.32 All these numbers make a pretty strong case that Williamsburg has
gentrified (however you may choose to define it). Second, theatres like the Brick have a part to
play in gentrification. Artists are considered “pioneers,” moving to undervalued neighborhoods for
cheap space in which to make their work. Honeywell and Gardner saw Collapsable Hole as an
important “pioneering” theatre that discovered plentiful cheap real estate for theatre in North
Brooklyn.33 They founded the Brick Theater, which attract even further attention to the
neighborhood. The resulting arts scene is then part of what drew more affluent people to the area,
even though it had very little connection to the longtime local community. New York City has built
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official zoning rules and loft laws around this understanding of the artist’s role in changing
neighborhoods, incentivizing artists to live and work in particular parts of the city (like
Williamsburg).34 Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres today benefit from these policies, just as
many of them benefitted from urban renewal in the 1960s and 1970s. Nor is this unique to North
Brooklyn. All four of the neighborhoods explored in this podcast series as home to Off-Broadway
(the West Village, Hell’s Kitchen, Harlem, and Williamsburg) show varying signs of gentrification
in the twenty-first century.
This is not to say that theatres like the Brick are solely or even largely responsible for
gentrification. Far from it. Theatres are also victims of gentrification. In 2005, the New York Times
profiled 8 theatres and dance companies newly operating in Williamsburg (including the Brick).35
By 2013, rising rents had forced all but two to either close or relocate.36 The Brick is one of only a
handful of North Brooklyn theatres that is still operating in their original home. Collapsable Hole
was forced to close in 2013 (the company has since relocated to the West Village).37 The Bushwick
Starr had to move to a new location in 2020, when their original warehouse space was converted
into apartments.38 Ensemble Studio Theatre and the National Black Theatre (from episodes two and
three) have both stared down eviction and foreclosure in their fifty-year histories as well. These
theatres and the Brick are lucky to have established longstanding homes in the changing landscape
of the city. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres are not power players in New York’s real estate
scene. Their roles as a force of gentrification shouldn’t be overstated.
Neither should they be ignored. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatres are not just spaces for
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art or commerce. They’re also spaces for activism. The Brick’s summer festivals have regularly
organized around political themes, including the Democracy Festival in 2012 and the This is Not
Normal Arts & Activism Festival in 2017.39 The Trans Theatre Festival provides an important
showcase and platform for trans and nonbinary representation within the New York theatre scene.
But it goes even deeper than the content of shows or the identities of performers. Activism is
encoded in the very DNA of Off-Broadway. Off-Broadway started in the late 1940s with actors
pushing and agitating for their union to recognize new ways of making theatre.40 And it worked.41
In the 1960s and 1970s when a new generation of theatre artists were finding it difficult to break
into the largely commercial Off-Broadway theatres, they created their own network of Off-OffBroadway theatres, and again pushed their union to accommodate these smaller, primarily artistdriven spaces.42 The Brick represents a continuation of this history as well. Performing artists, and
especially actors, are the animating force of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway theatre. Each of the four
theatres in this podcast series were founded by actors. They refashioned old buildings (movie
theatres, factories, storefronts, garages), carving out their insides, turning them into theatres. Places
where they could make their own work and share it with audiences. Performing artists put OffBroadway on the map, and they have fought to keep it on the map, from within an economic
system that does not often see the value in live performance. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are the
chief tools theatre makers have at their disposal to help shape the city. In order to help shape a
better city, performing artists need to be aware of their own position within the neighborhoods
where they perform and the history of those neighborhoods.
Recently at the Brick, Robert Honeywell and Michael Gardner passed the baton to new
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leadership who will determine the future of the theatre and its relationship to Williamsburg. At the
start of 2020, Theresa Buccheister (who uses they/them pronouns) took over as artistic director of
the Brick.43 Buccheister comes to the job with an impressive reputation in experimental theatre.
Having studied under Richard Foreman, they started their own critically acclaimed company,
Title:Point (also based in Brooklyn), founded the Exponential Festival, which has grown into a
highly influential showcase for emerging artists and experimental work, and also the Interrobang:
New Works Festival, which will now be an annual feature at the Brick.44 Buchheister has started
with renovations to update the Brick and make the stage more accessible. In the summer of 2020,
as the Brick was shuttered due to the COVID-19 pandemic, they made it a point to open the
theatre’s doors to the local community protesting the murder of George Floyd, providing hand
sanitizer, water, and snacks. “It’s so wonderful just being a presence in the neighborhood, which
was not really going on in the past. It’s shifted our relationship to our neighbors.”45
As Off- and Off-Off-Broadway emerge from the COVD-19 pandemic closure, these sorts of
community relationships will be an essential part of keeping theatres alive. Theatre is built on a
foundation of community. An audience is a community that gathers for a single evening (or
matinee). In New York City, these communities gather in the shells of old buildings; an old movie
theatre in the West Village, a former factory in Hell’s Kitchen, a storefront space in Harlem, and a
garage in Williamsburg. In these converted spaces, these communities laugh, cry, and gasp
together, watching a group of human beings create a living, breathing fictional world together. At
the end they applaud and go back into the city, past the stores and businesses that share the same
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Helen Shaw, “Still Aiming to Confound, a Scrappy Venue Turns a Page,” The New York Times, July 18, 2019,
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/18/theater/brick-theater-interrobang-buchheister.html.
44
Charles Quittner, “Brick by Brick by Buchheister,” The Brooklyn Rail, September 8, 2020, sec. Theater,
https://brooklynrail.org/2020/09/theater/Brick-by-Brick-by-Buchheister-How-a-Small-Town-Manhattanite-DudeJudy1-Evolves-with-Brooklyns-Theater-Scene-and-Politics.
45
Quittner.
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block (or maybe even building) as the theatre they just exited. These theatre communities are not
separate from the larger communities outside the lobby doors, nor are their imagined worlds
entirely separate from the real world we all inhabit. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway are part of the
connective tissue of New York, crafted by the many performing artists who call the city home. The
COVID-19 pandemic made painfully clear what it means to have (and lose) that connective tissue.
Off-Broadway’s reemergence following the pandemic carries risk for cash-strapped theatre
companies and artists. It also carries an opportunity to help steer the course of theatre’s future in
New York City. In reality, Broadway, Off-Broadway, and Off-Off-Broadway are all part of the
same theatre ecosystem. Within that ecosystem, theatres like the Lucille Lortel, EST, the National
Black Theatre, and the Brick play specific roles in their own corners of the city, serving distinct
(though overlapping) audiences and artists who shuttle back and forth between different venues
over time. Off- and Off-Off-Broadway serve as prominent public platforms where the professional
theatre community can shape the theatre industry and the city as a whole. New venues like the
Brick will help set the tone in this new era of Off- and Off-Off-Broadway history, determining
theatre’s place on the map of New York City in the twenty-first century.
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Figure 6. Map of OBA theatre sample. Blue symbols represent the physical location of OBA theatres. (Map Data: copyright 2021
Google My Maps.)
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Table 1. OBA theatre sample by location and building type.
Source: “Off-Broadway Theatres,” Off Broadway Alliance, accessed May 18, 2021, https://www.offbroadwayalliance.com/off-broadway-producers-resource-directory/theaters/;
New York City Department of Finance building class data obtained through New York City’s Department of Buildings building information search portal, http://a810bisweb.nyc.gov/bisweb/bispi00.jsp.
Name
Actors Temple Theatre
Astor Place Theatre
Daryl Roth Theatre
Davenport Theatre
The Duke on 42nd St.
Gene Frankel Theatre
Minetta Lane Theatre
New World Stages
Orpheum Theater
Players Theatre
Riverside Theater
Roy Arias Stages
Soho Playhouse
St. Luke's Theatre
Stage 42
Theatre 80
Theatre at St. Clements
The Theater Center
Westside Theatre
PRTT: 47th Street Theatre
59 E 59
Abrons Art Center
Ars Nova: Theatre 511
Ars Nova: Greenwich House Theatre
ATC: Linda Gross Theatre
ATC: Atlantic Stage 2
Baryshnikov Arts Center
Cherry Lane Theatre
Classic Stage Company
Gym at Judson
Here Arts Center
Irish Repertory Theatre
Lincoln Center Theater
Lucille Lortel Theatre
Manhattan Theatre Club: NY City Center
NYTW: Fourth Street Theater
NYTW: Theatre 79
Playwrights Horizons
Pershing Square Signature Center
Public Theater
Rattlestick Playwrights Theater
Roundabout Theatre
Robert Wilson MCC Theater Space
Second Stage Theater: Tony Kiser Theater
Theatre Row
Urban Stages
Vineyard Theatre
Second Stage Theater: McGinn/Cazale Theater
York Theatre

Address
339 W 47th St, New York, NY
434 Lafayette St, New York, NY
101 E 15th St, New York, NY
354 W 45th St, New York, NY
229 W 42nd St, New York, NY
24 Bond St, New York, NY
18 Minetta Ln, New York, NY
340 W 50th St, New York, NY
126 2nd Avenue, New York, NY
115 MacDougal St, New York, NY
91 Claremont Ave, New York, NY
711 7th Ave, New York, NY
15 Vandam St, New York, NY
308 W 46th St, New York, NY
422 W 42nd St, New York, NY
80 St Marks Pl, New York, NY
423 W 46th St, New York, NY
1627 Broadway, New York, NY
407 W 43rd St, New York, NY
304 W 47th St, New York, NY
59 E 59th St, New York, NY
466 Grand St, New York, NY
511 W 54th St, New York, NY
27 Barrow St, New York, NY
336 W 20th St, New York, NY
330 W 16th St, New York, NY
450 W 37th St, New York, NY
38 Commerce St, New York, NY
136 E 13th St, New York, NY
243 Thompson St, New York, NY
145 6th Ave, New York, NY
132 W 22nd St, New York, NY
150 W 65th St, New York, NY
121 Christopher St, New York, NY
131 W 55th St, New York, NY
83 E 4th St, New York, NY
79 E 4th St, New York, NY
416 W 42nd St, New York, NY
480 W 42nd St, New York, NY
425 Lafayette St, New York, NY
224 Waverly Pl, New York, NY
111 W 46th St, New York, NY
511 W 52nd St, New York, NY
305 W 43rd St, New York, NY
410 W 42nd St, New York, NY
259 W 30th St, New York, NY
108 E 15th St, New York, NY
2162 Broadway, New York, NY
619 Lexington Ave, New York, NY

Zip Code
# of stages Capacity
Commercial/Nonprofit
10036
1
199 Commercial
10003
1
300 Commercial
10003
2
180-280, 99 Commercial
10036
2
123, 99 Commercial
10036
1
100-200 Commercial
10012
1
74 Commercial
10012
1
391 Commercial
10019
5
499, 499, 350, 350, 199 Commercial
10003
1
347 Commercial
10012
2
199, 50 Commercial
10027
1
250 Commercial
10036
2
158, 99 Commercial
10013
1
178 Commercial
10036
1
174 Commercial
10036
1
499 Commercial
10003
1
161 Commercial
10036
1
99-160 Commercial
10019
2
199, 199 Commercial
10036
2
270, 249 Commercial
10036
1
130 Nonprofit
10022
3
195, 97, 50-70 Nonprofit
10002
3
300, 60-110, 77 Nonprofit
10019
1
99 Nonprofit
10014
1
199 Nonprofit
10011
1
199 Nonprofit
10011
1
82-98 Nonprofit
10018
2
238, 74 Nonprofit
10014
2
179, 60 Nonprofit
10003
1
174-199 Nonprofit
10012
1
200 Nonprofit
10013
2
150, 71 Nonprofit
10011
2
148, 50-65 Nonprofit
10023
2
299, 112 Nonprofit
10014
1
189-299 Nonprofit
10019
1
150 Nonprofit
10003
1
65 Nonprofit
10003
1
199 Nonprofit
10036
2
198, 96 Nonprofit
10036
4
294, 199-250, 191, 90 Nonprofit
10003
5
299, 275, 199, 160, 100 Nonprofit
10014
1
89 Nonprofit
10036
2
410, 62 Nonprofit
10019
2
245, 100 Nonprofit
10036
1
296 Nonprofit
10036
6
199, 99, 99, 99, 88, 55 Nonprofit
10001
1
74 Nonprofit
10003
1
132 Nonprofit
10024
1
108 Nonprofit
10022
1
178 Nonprofit

Resident Company (If Any)

Building Class
M1
Blue Man Group (own the space) C7
J9
J1
J5
D5
J9
J8
J9
J5
W7
K4
S2
M1
R0
C7
M1
J5
J7
Puerto Rican Traveling Theater J4
P1
J9
Ars Nova
J9
Ars Nova
W8
Atlantic Theater Company
M3
Atlantic Theater Company
O6
R0
Cherry Lane Theatre
J5
Classic Stage
S5
M1
R0
Irish Repertory
R0
Lincoln Center Theater
P1
J1
MTC
J4
NYTW
J5
NYTW
J5
Playwrights Horizons
J7
Signature Theatre
R0
Public Theater
J7
Rattlestick Playwrights Theatre M9
Roundabout Theatre
O4
MCC Theater
R0
Second Stage
J9
J9
Urban Stages
O6
Vineyard Theatre
R0
Second Stage, WP Theater
D4
York Theatre
R0

Class Type
Churches, Synagogues, Etc-Church, Synagogue, Chapel
Walk-Up Apartments-Over 6 Families with Stores
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Theatres-Art Type (seating capacity under 400 seats)
Theatres-Theatre In Mixed Use Building
Elevator Apartments-Converted
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Theatres-Multiplex Picture Theatre
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Theatres-Theatre In Mixed Use Building
Educational Structures-Other Private School
Store Buildings-Predominant Retail With Other Uses
Residence-Multiple Use-Primarily Two Family with One Store or Office
Churches, Synagogues, Etc-Church, Synagogue, Chapel
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Walk-Up Apartments-Over 6 Families with Stores
Churches, Synagogues, Etc-Church, Synagogue, Chapel
Theatres-Theatre In Mixed Use Building
Theatres-Off-Broadway Type
Theatres-Legitimate Theatres (theatre sole use of building)
Places of Public Assembly (Indoor) and Cultural-Concert Halls
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Educational Structures-Miscellaneous
Churches, Synagogues, Etc-Parsonage, Rectory
Office Buildings-Office With Comm-7-19 Stories
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Theatres-Theatre In Mixed Use Building
Residence-Multiple Use-Primarily Five to Six Family with One Store or Office
Churches, Synagogues, Etc-Church, Synegogue, Chapel
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Places of Public Assembly (Indoor) and Cultural-Concert Halls
Theatres-Art Type (seating capacity under 400 seats)
Theatres-Legitimate Theatres (theatre sole use of building)
Theatres-Theatre In Mixed Use Building
Theatres-Theatre In Mixed Use Building
Theatres-Off-Broadway Type
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Theatres-Off-Broadway Type
Churches, Synagogues, Etc-Miscellaneous
Office Buildings-Office Only or Office With Comm-20 Stories Or More
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Theatres-Miscellaneous
Office Buildings-Office With Comm-7-19 Stories
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
Elevator Apartments-Cooperatives (other than condominiums)
Condominiums-Condo Billing Lot
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